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Encouraging Apple Consumption.
The apple as king of all America

fruits is having a great boost once eac
in national apple day, which thi
year comes on October 17. The plan
for its celebration are left almost entin
ly to local initiative. The internatiom
apple shippers' association, with R. Ç
Phillips of Rochester, Ν. Y., as seen
tary, who is back of the movement, doc
not attempt to lay down any specifi
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its strength in producing
growth rather than top growth. Tbes
an
new roots are the "feeding" roots,
if well established will give added vigc
to the plant the following year. Th
protection and health of the root systei
is the most important consideration i
plant growing.
There are some exceptions to this ral(
new

early spring to transplant, as plant
may recuperate during the winter. I
some parts of the country, late summe
planting of evergreens has proved bee
but for Missouri early spring plantin
seems more aatisfactory.
It is best to transplant all trees an

j

shrubs in the fall. It is possible
plants after they have "leafed out," be
there is some danger of over-evaporatio
of moisture from the leaves and bar
which will exhaust the strength of tb
to mov

roots.
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I tbev can be plowed under later to bel
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Maine I out the stable manure you apply, but
I they have, they should be removed froi
I the garden and thrown on the compoi
I heap; composting kills weed seed.
C. E. TOLMAN
Weeds are expensive things to bave i
I gardens or anywhere else; they rob ga
c
> I den crops of food and moisture, many
I them are natural food for all kinds of ii
I sects which, when they have devoure
PYTHIAS BLOCK
I the choice parts of weeds, attack adji
Weeds may alt
I cent garden crops.
South Paris.
Main β support plant diseases that would othe
I wise die, and they induce mildews as
I rusts by reducing air and sunligl
FOR SALE.
I around the garden plants. These wee<
and winter win<
Histories of Paris, Bethel an d I are now going to seed, and
the cbanc<
that seed out,
I
will
jar
Rumford compiled by the late D r for a
heavy stand of weeds next sprii
I
B. Lapham.
Also Bradbui I will be quite good.
Memorial. Address
Other good things to remove now, an
;
MRS. EDWARD E. WITT,
las the later crops mature, are the crc
I remnants, especially if there has be<
Norway Lake, M> ». I disease or insect infestation. Dead stall
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I take them on?"
"Good afternoon, Mr. Blithers," said I * And doubles It was, much to the dlsKing, still staring. "You—you know I gust of Mr. Blithers. He sat through
my wife?"
I the nine games, manifesting an in terMr. Blithers Ignored what might est he was far from
I
feeling.
have been regarded as an introduction !
To hie utter amazement at the conand blandly announced that tennis I elusion of the
game the four players
wasn't a game for fat people, patting
I made a dash for the house without
in
his somewhat aggressive extension
I even so much as a glance In his direcmock dolefulnese as he spoke.
I tion. It was the prince who shouted
"Tou should see my daughter's play,"
I something that sounded like "now for
he went on. "Got a medal at LakeI a shower!" as he raced up the terrace,
wood last spring. I'll fix up a match I followed
by the other participants.
and
between
you
Boon, Mrs. King,
Mr. Blithers said something violent
I
miles
Maud. Ought to be worth going
I under his breath, but resolutely reto see, eh, King?"
I tained his seat It was King who
that
Mr.
Blithers,
"Oh, I am afraid,
glanced shyly at his watch this time
I am not In your daughter's class,"
and subsequently shot a questioning
I
said Loralne King, much too lnno
I look at his wife. She was frowning in
cently.
considerable perplexity and biting her
"We've got a pretty fair tennis court I
firm, red lips. Count Quinnox coolly
Blithers
Mr.
up at Blitherwood," said
I arose and excused himself with the recalmly. "I have a professional lnstruc I mark that he was off to dress for dintor up every week to play with Maud I ner.
He also looked at his watch,
She can trim most of the amateurs, I which
certainly was an act that one
bo"—
I would hardly have expected of a diplo"I beg your pardon, Mr. Blithers," mat
mumbled King. "Permit me to Intro
"Well, well," said Mr. Blithers produce Count Quinnox and Lieutenant Ij
foundly. Then he looked at his own
arlsei
had
Both foreigners
Dank."
I watch—and settled back in his chair,
and were standing very erect and sol
a somewhat dogged compression about
dlerly a few yards away. "You know I his Jaws. He was not the "inn to be
Miss Felton, of course."
I thwarted. "You certainly have a cozy
"Delighted to meet you, count," sail little place here, King," he remarked
Mr. Blithers, advancing with out I after a moment or two.
stretched hand. He shook the hand ot
"We like it," said King, twiddling
the lieutenant with a shade less ener
his fingers behind his back. "Humble,
man
a
most
affected
dégagé
gy. He
but homelike."
ner, squinting carelessly at the prince
"Mrs. Blithers has been planning to
I
"That young chap plays a nice game
I come over for some time, Mrs. King.
is
he?"
Who
I told her she oughtn't to put it off—
The two Graustarkiane stiffened per·
be neighborly, don't you know. Thafs
I
ceptibly and waited for King to make UiCi X UA 1V1 l/CUig utiftuwvAi;
W
the revelation to his visitor.
But women, they—well,
neighbors.
"That's Prince Robin of he began
you know how it Is, Mrs. King. Albut Mr. Blithers cut him short with s
ways something turning up to keep
genial wave of the hand.
'em from doing the things they want
"Of course," he exclaimed, as If an
to do most. And Mrs. Blithers has so
noyed by his own stupidity. "I did many sociable obli— I beg pardon?"
hear that you were entertaining «
"I was Just wondering if you would
stay and have dinner with us, Mr.
*««·

autumn

A few year· ago we heard a noted II
noi· stookman aay that the flrit real a
vanoe that he made waa In diacoverii
that be wa· a poor jadge of bla 01
cattle. He nia the faot of ownerah
blinded bia lodgment. He worked ι
and ont of that state of mind by gettti
oatetde men to give him η atraifl
frank judgment of hla animale. Tb
enabled him to aee where he #m laokli
in hi· ability to jadge.—Hoard'· Deli

eoaiaf in
drive need· a drink,
A horse

the-way home.

after aa eveninj
nnle·· watered <

to

speak."

at once.

King.
"I

MR.

Got,some
"I say, Lou, wake up!
news for you. We'll have a prince In
the family before you can say Jack

Robinson."

been"—

"In
a dav or" two I'll throw the hook In
and you'll see what I land. He a as
good as caught right now, but we 11 let
him nibble awhile before
ànd, say, he's a corker, Lou. Finestt
a day.
young fellow I've seen in many
jje"
"You don't mean to say that yout° Mm
yon actually said anythlng
about-about-oh, my God, Will, d μ
tell me that you were craay
toM— cried the poor woman, almost in
"PnfHm? halt" said he jovially.

wep

never

te"Now,

match at tennis. Well have to get lei
together some day. eh, up at Btttfcei

He le prepared to defy an οία
precedent in support of a new one. In
other words, he points out the unmistakably happy union of his own mothand the
er, the late Princess Yetive,
American Lorry, and it is something

come.

we CtUlUUl

gu

ucuuiu.

JUC uvv.u*vw

bis mother set an example that he may
emulate without prejudice to his country if he is allowed a free hand in
choosing his mate.
"But we people of Graustark cannot
look with complaisance on the possible
result of his search for α sharer of the
throne. Traditions must be upheld—
True, the crown princes·
or we die.
of Dawsbergen has American blood in

cool down, cool down!"
no fool Loa
her veins, but her sire is a prince royal.
Trust me to do the fine work in a case
Her mother, as you know, was an
s
like this. Sow the right kind of see
She who sits on the
broke in

soothingly. "I'm

The Library of the Bible.
The Bible Is not a book, but a library—perhaps I should rather say a
literature. It Is composed of sixty-six
different books, written by between
forty and fifty different authors—written centuries apart in different languages, to different peoples, for differIn different literary
ent purposes,
forms. It is the selected literature of
fifteen centuries. It Includes law, history, poetry. Action, biography and
philosophy. It le to be read ae a literature, judged as a literature. One
this
may therefore reject a book from
collection of literature and yet believe
In the literature. It is not like a painting which either is or is not the work
of one master. It le a gallery of paintin which some works may be

ings.
American girl.
originals and others copies.—Lyman
a
be
must
princess Abbott
throne with Robin
s>
of
merely dropped a few
by birth or the grip on the sword
eve
believe
bel
-and in the right
destiny la weakened and the dynasty
will do the rest falters."
has gone. Thanks! I will stay if /ou me. Count Equinox
The King'· Way.
have this ρ
we'll
head
bet
Γ11
my
They had not been In New York city
really mean to be kind to a poor old
It was characteristic of the late King
that
so"discovered
Maud
after
an hour before they
Edward VII. that he never showed too
beggar. Don't do anything extra on running
ηη_Πν
William W. Blithers was the man to
She faced him once more and
or too little courtesy, but just
much
my account, though—Just your régulai ur
whom they would hare to appeal if
fqten to me," she said.
to maintain his reputation of
dinner, you know. No frills, if you
enough
to
has
fresh
a
hearing
She
gcme
to
gain
with Maud.
they expected
most gracious gentleman of
please." He looked himself over in ,
the
being
a
with the banks. The agents Wire in
"Will this rag of
some uncertainty.
Some
Europe.
years ago, according to
dismal state of mind. The deal had
mine do?"
the author of "The People's King," his
afterthe
been blocked no later than
"Pray do not think of It!" she cried.
majesty visited Aberdeen and knighted
noon of the day before and at a time
lord provost At the luncheon
"The men change, of course, aftei
to
be
going the
when everything appeared
followed the king sat next to
which
they've been playing tennis, but we—
along most swimmingly. Blithers was Mrs.
we—well, you see, you haven't been
Lyon, the wife of the lord proIn the
" Ue able to look the prince
the man to see. He and he alone could
and noticed on the table the card
vost,
a
playing," she concluded quite breathlt
the
for
directorthe
and aa
bring pressure to bear on
denoting her place.
lessly.
sickening. Why can't yon leave th«o ates that might result in a reconsidFeltons
"I must alter this," the king said,
the
instant
At thàt
sprightly
things to me? You go about Mce a eration of the surprising verdict. Someon the lady.
Hmlllng
dashed pellmell down the steps and
«t
Ton
might
to
china
a
.hop.
£uto
thing had happened during the day
his
With
pencil he effaced the word
across· the lawn homeward, shrieking hast have waited until the poor chM
alter the friendly attitude of the banks.
Its place substituted Lady
In
Mrs.
and
to
Mrs;
King
something unintelligible
as
ω opportunity to see the
They were now politely reluctant,
banded the card to her
and
as they passed.
graciously
abont
talk
with
yonr
tore rushlngin
one of the agents expressed it, which
made
ladyship.
Mrs.
King.
newly
"They are dears," said
really meant that opposition to the
like him all right," e®14 be loan had appeared from some unex"The—er—prince attracted by elthei
one of 'em?" he queried.
Family Harmony.
pected source as a sort of eleventh
"I am very easy on my shoes," said
"He barely knows them, Mr. Blith
will reiuae even to meet him hour obstacle. The heads of the two
blunder tothe stout lady complacently. "Look at
ere."
u
banks had as much as said that negoahe^heara of yonr silly
this pair. I've worn them three years,
the
was
"I gee. Shouldn't think they'd ap
that
an
at
end,
were
tiations
brightened. Lowering ω. long and short of it. It really didn't and they're still as good as new. I'm
peal to him. Rather light, I shoulc
vv
said.
he
he
half
and
voice
a
on clothes too. There's my tweed
to
tapped
whisper,
say—I mean up here,"
matter what was back of their sudden easy
as fresh as the day I bought It,
—just
his forehead so that she wouldn't thin! needn't tell her what1
remained
still
fact
the
I eat change of front,
think
And hats, gloves,
her
let
ounces
and
Just
seven
Lou.
to
years ago.
chap,
referred
he
as
pounds
that
that the transaction was as "dead
never said
fact, I'm easy on everystockings—In
Ί don't believe Maud knows 'em, ai around like a gump and
revived
be
could
it
unless
nail"
a door
word to anybody. We can
thing."
the little one said. Maud is rather"—
by the magnetic touch of a man like
WM, an
down,
mlstakei
she'll
«But
have
you
pin
"Except father, eh?" said her daugh•It Is possible they
Blithers.
with a
ter quietly, without looking up from
you know you can't lie
some one else for your daughter," sale
cause
to
have
"What can
happened
her book.
she very gently.
them to change their minds so abruptrun down
better
I'd
force.
with
"Sur»
"Impossible!" sail he,
count
the
Γ cried
perplexed
tor a few days," he mut ly
That 6«ttUd It
"They are coming back here for din to
ly our prime minister and the cablnel
remind me so much of
I
8b»—You
her
11
and
eyes
sparkled
can
square
ner," she said,
tered unhappily. "YoE
have left nothing undone to convince
He—Indeed! In what
my brother.
with mischief. '1 shall put you be better than I can."
and"—
them of Graustark's Integrity
8he—Well
Harry seems awfulg
lie
way?
can
I
tween tbtflP, Mr. Blithers. You wil
"In other words,
"Pardon me, count," interrupted one
he never offers to
fond
of
me,
attrac
yet
ly
find that they are very bright,
straight face," she
brokers. "Shall I try to make
I of the
kiss me.
like
balk
this,
tlve girls."
Blith
thought.she'd
"Inever
an appointment for you frith Mr.
After that It was quite unnecessary
"We'll see," said he succinctly.
said he,
ers? I hear he is in town for a fett
Ne*
to
for her to ring in any of her relatives.
s
«I fancy you'd better go
iring caught them up at the top ol
days."
—Pittsburgh Chronicle-Telegraph.
Vnrk." she
said mercilessly.
sue ·»«""
the steps. He ceomed to be sllghtlj yora,
Count Qulnnox looked to Truxtoi ,
of
was
Blithers
out of breath.
Sure enough, Mr.
that
and
gentle
King for Inspiration,
♦«» New
va« York
soon after dayorea* w« i
icor* bo
Early Astronomy.
"Make yourself at heme, Mr. Blith· for
man favored him with a singular!]
ι
weut
hlm
Anaxagorae, a distinguished AtheThe
olc
I must get into something behead.
era.
of
the
nod
dispiriting
in 525 B. C. taught that the sun
sides these duds I'm wearing," hi
Graustarkian cleared his throat an< 1 nlan,
ι
a deity, but an inanimate
not
was
paid. "Would you like to—er—was!
rather stiffly announced that he woul< 1
He also suggested that
mass.
w» worklng as It h* L
fiery
I
cal
we're"—
would
while
he
If
up
receive Mr. Blithers
shone
moon
the
by reflected light and
on him at the Bits that afternoon.
"No, thanks," interposed Mr. Blith
explained solar and lunar
era. "Tm as clean as a whistle. Don'
"What!" exclaimed both agents, hal j correctly
eclipses.
an<
amaze
In
mind me, please. Bun along
[ starting from their chairs
ment
dress, both of you. I'll sit out her
Masked Ball·.
and—count the minutes," the las
The count stared hard at them. "To )
"
had
been
Introduced the bol masque
depend
he
VIII.
which
on
Henry
to him that I will be in at 4.
with a very elaborate bow to Mn
I may say
As this form of amuseInto
England.
for *ld to the hour
Th
tog
to-ahem!"
ι
to
tell
"He'll
go
you
King.
t
be
would
It
impoeeiou
λΖμλΑ
spread the people bement
that
gradually
(.
"Dinner's at half past $/' said sh
speaker coughed just in time. "Btttl
eon
and charge admishalls
under
the
loan
hire
to
«α.
to
ere isn't In the habit of going ont c t gan
and disappeared. Mr. Blithers re
alon fees, and the routs of the court
H
•
watcl
to—to
his
oblige
anybody.
way
called his last glance at his
Coent <WB»« ; wouldn't do it for the emperor of G· > were Imitated by the orgtas of the
!
and calculated that he would have a
nob.
first traln to JJow Tort,.«o
and you'll get results every time.

dation,

Klnp-oh

™nbej

^She'll
'""She

daughter and the prince would mak
rattling good match. I mean," h
added, with a boisterous laugh, "a goo

Magazine.

may.

—

the pictures and the

crisis of a career.
We become mellowed when we think
of those passed beyond. The memory
of them comes to us gently and softly
as the sparkle of the eye and the outlines of the individuality are recalled
from the haze of past years.—National

out ceremony.

She sat up In bed, blinking with dis"In heaven's name, Will, what
have you been doing? What have you

over

books associated with the friends of
yore? In the busy whirl of life is there
not a joy In calling the roll of old
friende and wondering where this one
and that one may be? Then comee that
moment of retrospective and Introspective eulogy to absent friends, and
wells of gratitude are opened as we
think how greatly various friends
have influenced our pathway on life's
Journey; how this one or that one may
have unconsciously determined the

CHAPTER IV.
The Loan Is Blocked.
BLITHERS reached home !n
high spirits. His wife was
asleep, but he awoke her with-

"m'tace

said.to^tha

^"Mavbe—maybe
Newport

ironic^.

^^L^tter

11

;
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PRACTICAL HEALTH HINT.

♦

♦

♦
♦
♦
Infant il· Paralyaia.
♦
The first symptoms of lnfan- ♦
♦
♦ tile paralysis are usually a fe- ♦
♦ ver, vomiting and pains In the ♦
One ♦
♦ head, back and limbs.
♦ should be suspicious if intesti- ♦
+ nul disturbances of almost any ♦
♦ kind are associated with a stiff ♦
♦ neck, drowsiness and fever. ♦
♦ Known exposure to other cases ♦
patiently.
,
"All right; I'll telephone," said the t of the disease should cause sus· ♦
♦ plcion, and suspicion should by ♦
other dubiously.
I
He came back a few minutes latei + nil means be followed by a visit ♦
♦
♦ to the doctor.
with a triumphant look in his eye.
There are several Important ♦
"Blithers says to tell Count Qulnnox ♦
he'll see him tomorrow morning at ♦ things to be done to prevent the ♦
half past 8 at his office. Sorry he'e ♦ disease. First of all. one should ♦
+ avoid all known or suspected ♦
engaged this afternoon."
"But did you say I wanted him to 4» cases of the disease. Flies of all ♦
have tea with us?" demanded the Φ kinds should be absolutely ex· ♦
count, an angry tlush leaping to his ♦ eluded from the house and from ♦
cheek.
♦ all food.
Persons, cats, dogs ♦
"I did. I'm merely repeating what 4» and pets who have been in any ♦
he said In reply. Half past S, at his f way exposed to the disease ♦
office, count Those were his words.'' t should be avoided. Sick cats ♦
"It is the most brazen exhibition ol f should be especially avoided. ♦
Insolence I've ever"— began the count t> The mouth, teeth and nose ♦
furiously, but checked himself with t should be washed several times ♦
"I—I hope you did not say f dally.
an effort.
Finally, keep Just as ♦
that I would come, sir!"
t strong, robust and healthy as ♦
♦
"Yes; it's the only way"—
f possible.
"Well, be good enough to call him up ♦
♦
again and say to him that I'll—I'll see
him blanked before I'll come to his
office tomorrow at 8:30 or at any other
Funny Errora In Advertisement·.
■hour."
Laughable errors iu illustrated adverAnd with that the count got up and tisements are often apparent to the,
stalked out of the office, putting on thinking man. It makes one wonder
his hat as be did so.
why the designers of the ads. don't get
"Count," said King as they descend- their Information lirst hand from some
ed in the elevator, "I've g3t an idea In
■♦no who really knows. Accuracy, evea
my head that Blithers will be at the in advertisements, has the same at*
Rltz at 4."
t motion it has anywhere else.
"Do you imagine, sir, that I will reFor Instance, when the seltzer bottle
ceive him?"
in an electrical sign on Broadway is
"Certainly. Are you not a diplomat?" lliiing the empty glass the level deasked King.
scends as fast in the bottle as It rises
"I am a minister of war," said the in the glass, yet the bottle Is five timee
count, and his scowl was an indication ns big. It couldn't possibly be, accordof absolute proficiency in the science.
ing to physics.
"And, what's more," went on King
Still worse Is a picture of a piano
reflectively, "it wouldn't in the least with u pair of hands striking certain
surprise me if Blithers is the man be- keys. Fortunate it is indeed that that
hind the directors in this sudden move piano can't sound, for the particular
of the banks."
keys struck would be a Jangling die"My dear King, he displayed the cord. Why couldn't the artist have
keenest Interest and sympathy the oth- gone to a musician for a pleasing
He"—
er night at your house.
chord among the Infinite offeringu of
"Of course I may be wrong," admit- music?—Wall Street Journal
ted King, but his brow was clouded.
Shortly after luncheon that day Mrs.
Odd Number·.
Blithers received a telegram from her
A hen Is always given an odd num·
husband. It merely stated that he was
ber of eggs to be hatched. Why? There
going up to have tea with the count at is no reason at all except superstition.
4 o'clock and not to worry, as things
Salutes from warships, forts, etc., are
were shaping themselves nicely.
always given in odd numbers, yet na
valid reason can bo adduced. It is α
[to be οοντώππκ).]
remnant of the old "odd numbers are

ing looking

afraid poor Robin is in jeop"The

am

said the count, with a frosty;
am not the emperor of Ger-i

The Roll Call of Friend·.
Have you ever eat alone In the even-

ardy," said his wife ruefully.
bogy man Is after him."

ÏÏ

a

the count. "Still it is most desirable for other reasons. Dawsbergen Is not a rich country, nor are its
people progressive. The reigning house,
however, is an old one and rich in traditions. Money, my dear King, is not
everything in this world. There are
It is sinsome things it cannot buy.
gularly ineffective when opposed to an
Even though the
honest sentiment.
young princess were to come to Graustark without a farthing she would
still be hailed with the wildest acclaim. We are a race of blood worshipers, if I may put it in that way.
She represents a force that has dominated our instincts for a great many
centuries, and we are bound hand and
foot, heart and soul, by the so called
fetters of Imperialism. We are fierce
men, but we bend the knee and we
wear the yoke because the sword of
destinyisinthehandthatdrivesus. Today we are ruled by a prince whose
sire was not of the royal blood. Our
prince assumes* an attitude of Independence that we find difficult to over-

plained

Amazing, amazing!"

1i„
tl

us."
"Won't yon sit down, Mr. Blithers?
said Mrs. King. "Or would you prefe
a more comfortable chair on the porch
We""No, thanks, 111 stay here If yoi
don't mind," said he hastily and drag
ged up the camp chair that Lieutenan
Dank had been occupying.
"Fetch another chair, Lucas," gal
King to the servant "And anoths
glass of lemonade for Miss Felton."
"Felton?" queried Mr. Blithers, ell
ting down very carefully on the rathe
fragile chair and hitching up hie whit
flannel trousers at the knees to revet
a pair of purple socks, somewhat el<
mentary In tone.
"We know your daughter, Mr. Blltl
ere," said little Miss Nellie eagerly.
"I was just trying to remember"—
"We live across the road-over thei
Id the little white house with the tvy"where I'd heard the name," pn
ceeded Mr. Blithers, still looking at til
prince. "By Jove, I should think m

gen."
King gave him a queer look. "By
Jove, that's odd! I was thinking of
that very thing when you spoke."
"The union would be of no profit to
us in a pecuniary way, my friend," ex-

count

toJ

Slipped my mind, howevei
Well, well, we're coming up In th
world, eh, having a real nabob amon;

Ί suppose you know that Graustark has not given up hope that
Prince Robin may soon espouse the
daughter of our neighbor, Dawsber-

"Of course you told him it was not
to be considered," said King sharply.
"I endeavored to do so, but I fear
he did not grasp what I was saying.
Moreover, I tried to tell him that It
was a matter I was not at liberty to
discuss. He didn't hear that, either."
"He is not in the habit of hearing
any one but himself, I fear," said

have been explained.
said Mr. Blithers, arising
and looking at his watch again, "bless
my soul, it is past dinner time, isn't
ltî I had no idea it was so late. 'Pon
my soul, it's good of you, Mrs. King!
You see, we have dinner at 7 up at
Blitherwood, and—I declare, it's half
past now! I don't see where the tiine

prince.

tween them:

else turns up in time. As a
fact, without waiting for my
reply, he said that he would have his
lawyers look into the matter of secu-

"Why,"

"How .ong is the prince to be wltl
you, Mrs. Klngf"

the big deals."
All the way down to the city Count
Quinnox was thoughtful, even preoccupied. They were nearlng the
terminal when he leaned over and,
laying his hand on King's knee, said
after a long Interval of silence be-

no one

rity

"But,"

smile, "I
many.'*

confident that outside influences had
been brought to bear upon the situa*
"Better let me make un appointment
tion. influences inimical to Grau- for you to see him at hie office. It's
that
stark. Both were of the opinion
Just around the corner." There was a
Russia had something to do with It.
•pleading note In the speaker's voice. |
«We may be able to get to the
"You might save your face, Calvert,
banks through Blithers/' said King.
by saying that the count will be pleas"How could he possibly be of as- ed to have him take tea with him at
sistance to us?" the count inquired.
the Rltz," suggested King.
"He happens to be a director in
"Tea!" exclaimed Calvert scornfully.
both concerns, besides being such a "Blithers doesn't drink the stuff."
ι
power in the financial world that his
"It's a figure of speech," said King
word is almost law when it comes to

matter of

She couldn't look her husband in the
it was quite fortunate that
she was unable to do so, for it would
have resulted in a laughing duet that
could

so

If

eye—and

c

seed,

companled by Truxton King, who wae

seemed to be turning
something over in his mind. "Your
amazing Mr. Blithers further confided
to me that he might be willing to take
care of the Russian obligation for us

Blithers," said she, utterly helpless.

one

stupefying!"

The

—

Transplai

The farmer who gives up the old pla
and move· to town to better his oond
tion, soon finds that it Is a regal
knock-down-and-drag-out process
Ever
keep one'· bead above water.
body is fighting for himself. And ho
farmer will loi
many, many time· that
for the old farm, with Its good, tii
neighbor·, and it· chance to think ai
be a man among men t Few ever g
back after they nave torn thing· np 1
the root· that way.

I that the principal oanaea aa outlined
I these letters were; Lack of moiatui
wi
METROPOLITAN LINE
lack of properly mixing the heavier
I
DWet Between Boaton and New York
fee
I the light portions of the ont corn,
the cutter Irregularly, and failure
?·?!· tU Cape Cod Canal. ï I
failn
9t®«J®ehlpe Maaaachaaetta and Bm J I ing
Bin
silage to pack,—in other words,
to pack thoronfhly ai
ce I of the silage

uirkiln. 7^f.
"•Λ and

er

for diseas

a

I something over

show

ticular about returning. There shou
be a place to deposit all tools. This
of high importance, saving the tronb
aud time and vexation of searching an
scolding and fretting about loat hoe
shovels, rakee, spade·, axes, chain
orowbars, etc. Let your tools be kept
dot
perfect order, bat this can not be the
if yoar negligent neighbor keeps
continually in his possession. It ia t<
provoking to have a valuable axe se
home all battered, like a broomstick;
hoe or spade returned with each corn
knocked off; a chain broken with Uni
loat; a wheelbarrow all dislocated ai
smashed to wraok. Come, come, α
friends, this will never do I You mo
love your neighbors aa yourselves. Tb
and that oi
man, you say, Is pretty fair,
tell me,
a pretty clever fellow; bat,
clever sort of a mi
your pretty fair,
punctilious about returning what he h
borrowed? This is your sort. This
the true criterion for me in these mi
ter·, the "real bonum!"

compost pile is made, the i
I sect-infested stalks may be thrown on I
I Disease spores survive the oompoatli
I temperature; burning ia safest.

I tbongb if

AU-the-way-by-water

..Direct

I are wintering-over places

inseota.
QΛII andStalks
removed

Dank,

!

most

"Sounds ominous to me," said King
dryly. "Is Bobby for sale?"
The count favored him with a look
of horror. "My dear Mr. King!" Then
"I
as comprehension came, he smiled.
see.
No, he isn't for sale. He is a
prince, not a pawn. Mr. Blithers may
be willing to buy, but"— He proudly
shook his head.
"He was feeling you out however,"
isaid King, ruminating. "Planting the

I

Borrowing.

General Insurano

_

then

"He is very rich?"
"Millions and millions," said Mrs.
King. "Didn't he tell you how many?"
"I am not quite sure. This daughter of his—is she attractive?"
"Rather. Why?"
"He Informed me that her dot would
be twenty millions if she married the
right man. Moreover, she is his only
Ton my soul, Mrs. King, he
heir.
quite took my breath away when he
announced that he knew all about our
predicament in relation to the Russian
loan.
It really sounded quite—you
might say significant Does—does he
imagine that—good heaven, it is al-

j

(From Old Farmer'· Almanac.)
He who means to be a good farme
must endeavor to be also a good neigl
bor. He had better not depend on bo
rowing bis tools of husbandry; bi
should be be at any time necessitated ι
borrow, let him be very exact and pa

*

_

«

will

J

THE

before they open in the spring. Remov
injured roots, broken branches, and ci
back the tops. Preserve the fine hail
like roots; they are the feeders, the otl
Never alio*
ere only serve as anchors.
the roots to dry out in the wind or sui
Cover them with earth or wet strav
Dig the hole much larger than thesprea
of the roots and do not bend or orow
them. Tamp the soil firmly and closel
about the roots, but leave about tw
inches of loose soil at the surface. Thei
planting rules are important. A trc
lives longer than a man; take time an
care in planting it, and in general, plai
in the fall.

Sheathing * I sumption.

Paroid Roofing, Wall Board
Clean Up Your tiarden.
Apple Barrel Heads, and
in
I If the weeds have flourished
I garden or in parts of it, mow them
LUMBER OF ALL KINDS I—now. If they have not gone to

plant

in which to do planting.
after the leaves drop in the

_

Shingles,
Flooring

The

and spend its strength on new leaves it
stead of readjusting its roots. To lease
the danger from evaporation, it is alwaj
well to cut the tops back severely, an
if in leaf, the trunk of a tree should b
wrapped with straw or sphagnum moc
to keep it moist. It is better to tram
plant early in the morning or late in th

It?· rather uncertain, Mr. Blithe·," dinner was served promptly on the
dot So he settled himself In the big
I said ahe and no move.
in pa- porch chair and scowled more deeply
I Mr. Blithers fanned
I tlence ft* a moment or two. Then he than before.
Later on he met the prince. Very
I looked at his watch.
I "Getting along toward dinner time warmly he shook the tall young
up our way," he ventured. Everybody man's hand—he even gave It a proI seemed rather Intent on the pun a, phetic second squeeze—and said:
"I am happy to welcome you to the
which was extremely one sided.
I "Good work!" shouted King as Fan- Catskllls, prince."
I nie Felton managed to return an easy
"Thank you," said Prince Robin.
"A most extraordinary person," said
I service.
I Lieutenant Dank applauded vigor· Count Qulnnox to King after Mr.
I ously. "Splendid!" he cried out. "Cap- Blithers had taken his departure,
close upon the heels of the Feltons,
itally placed!"
"They speak remarkably good Eng- who were being escorted home by the
The venerable
lish, dont they?" said Mr. Blithers in prince and Dank.
Grauetarkian's heroic face was a
an audible aside to Mrs. King.
She smiled. "Officers in the Grau- study. He had just concluded a conI stark army are required to speak Eng- fidential hour in a remote corner of
lish, French and German, Mr. Blithers." the library with the millionaire while
"It's a good Idea," said he. "Maud the younger people were engaged in
speaks Frençh and Italian like a na- a noisy though temperate encounter
{ tive. She was educated In Paris and with the roulette wheel at the oppo- !
! Borne, you know. Fact Is, she's lived site end of the room. "I've never met
He
any one like him, Mr. King."
SI abroad a great deal."
j 11 'Ίβ she at home now, Mr. Blithers?" mopped his brow and still looked a
SI "Depends on what you'd call home, trifle dazed.
Mrs. King. We've got so many I don't
King laughed. "There isn't any one
know Just which Is the real one. If like him, count. He is the one and
you mean Blltherwood, yes, she's only Blithers."

I there. Course there's our town house
game was promptly Inter- In Madison
avenue, the place at Newfar
not
be
would
It
rupted.
one at Nice and one at Pasadena,
!
port,
wrong to say that Mrs. King's
Cal., you know, and a little shack in
pretty mouth was open not en- I London.
By the way, my wife says
She
tirely as an aid to breathing.
near our place in New
live
quite
you
couldn't believe her eyes as she slowYork."
forand
came
court
her
ly abandoned
!
"We live in Madison avenue, but it's
ward to meet their advancing visitor.
a rather long street, Mr. Blithers. Just
"Take my racket, dear," she said to
where Is your house?" she inquired
•ne of the Feltons. It happened to ta
I rather spitefully.
Fannie, and the poor child almost
j He looked astonished. "You surely
fainted with joy.
I
must know where the Blithers house
court,
The prince remained in the far
le at"—
his
racket
twirling
Idly
"Game!" shrieked Fannie Felton,
Blithers,
Mr.
said
"Afternoon, King,"
a victor.
doffing his panama—to fan a heated tossing her racket In the air,
'They're through," said Mr. Blithers
brow. "Been watching the game from
the road for a spell. Out for a stroll. I In a tone of relief. He shifted his legs
Couldn't resist running In for a min- I and put his hands on his knees, sugute. Tou play a beautiful game, Mrs. I geetlng a readiness to arise on an inKing. How do you do? Pretty hot I stent's notice.
"Shall we fay another set?" called
work, though, isn't it?"
He was shaking hands with King I out the prince.
and smiling genially upon the trim,
j "Make It doubles," put in Lieutenant
and turned to Nellie. "Shall we
panting figure of the prlnce'a adver- I

roc

If the summer and fall seasons have bee
unusually dry and the plant has suffered
from drouth, it may be beet to wait unt

J

Children!!!

Protecting the Blood.

Transplant In the Fall.
In general, the fall is the best time t
plant trees and shrubs on the bom
grounds. When planted in the fall, th
plant is given an opportunity to spen

metho<
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CHAPTER III.

stock is very poor; very little businese i
the Hudson valley.
Pennsylvania orchards compete some
what with New York and further south
they have a reasonably good showing c
fruit in both quantity and quality, ι
correspondent at Stewartstown, Pa., rc
ports a good crop, no bidding for winte
apples, but Wealthy selling at $2.25; a
Bendersville, no sales, but "apples loot
ing fine." Down in Martinsburg, W
Va., some apples have been sold to ex
porters at Ç2.50 per barrel fob for in
mediate shipment; but that demand i
over, as export orders seem filled. Grow
ers are holding the main crop of Yor
Imperial for $2 25 to $2.75 and no taken
The Maine crop is developing well and
few contracts reported at $2 per barre
—New England Homestead.

ringing

For the

CopyHfbt, 1914, by Dodd, Mead and
Company

Kendall, Hilton, Lockport, (in Niagar
county), or around Batavia, where th

of organization, the various features ο
the day's celebration and newspape
articles tegarding the success of tb
work. The celebration in Chicago wa
of a high order and deserves special meo
tion. Chicago is particularly commend
will soon be
I ed for its distribution of a car of applet
itj
and now is the time tc > I among the institutions of the city, am
I eluding the schools and hospitals,
think of
manner in which it advertised the appl·
in restaurants and department stores
I The Pittsburgh demonstration was re
» ! markable on account of its splendid 01
I ganization, including all the apple mer
I chants of the city, their preliminar
I work extending over a period of at leas
day. Β
11 a month before national appleworked
uj
I this method they gradually
I an immense interest over the celebration
An imposing feature was the splendii
I parade commeacing at noon and laetin,
It consisted of 21 auto
over two hours.
We have a complete line of schoo j1
I mobiles and six doats and a squad ο
shoes for Boys, Youths, and Misses » I mounted police. Δ genera! free distri
I bution of apples was made en route. Th
at very
satisfactory prices.
I celebration wae advertised in 50 movin,
Also a fine line of Dress Shoes fo r picture theaters by appropriate plate
thrown upon the screen. Δ moving pic
Men and Women ready for your in I ture
was taken of the parade itself.
j
The committee is looking forward to
spection.
I greater number of cities entering in th
I open competition for national apple da
that with a large
I I this year, and believes
I representation the celebration will be
I commercial success, the influence c
South Paris, Maine
I which will be felt for a long time. Al
I tractive slogans, such as "An apple
,
Iday keeps the doctor away;" "Appl*
t king of fruits;" "Nature's richest gift;
I "Eat 'em raw, baked, fried or stewed;
I "Eve 8-1, Adam 8-1-2"—these and othe
MANUFACTURER OF ANDIDEALER in (appropriate slogans were heralde
I
I throughout the competing cities ο
Red Cedar and Spruce Clap I national apple day. It is really surprit
ing what can be done with little effoi
boards, New Brunswick Ceda II and
small outlay of money. It is we
take hold c
North Carolina Pine ι, I worth while for farmers to increase
coi
I this movement and help

Footwear

Author of "Qranstarlc,"
"Beverly o! Qraustark," Etc.

ao

apple shipping point, orchards are re
ported sold at tl.50 to S1.S5 per barre
for No. 1 as to size, 2 1-4 inches in diaoc
eter and upward. Apples showing fut
?us are taken if not too badly spottec
At Hall, Ν. Y., practically no bid
made, some growers asking $3 for Orad
A winter apples. At latest date it wa
impossible to learn of transactions ο
bona fide bids at such important Nei
York apple towns of Albion, Miltoc

the latter class.
The committee to award these prizei
consisted of W. T. Gerow, chairman
with Ε. N. Lomls ard Arthur Miller
Exhibits were furnished from the vari
ors oities in the form of ecrapbooks cod

THE

QEORQE BARR
M'CUTCHEON

against.

in each group which held the best cele
bration from the standpoint of its valui
in popularizing the apple and increasinj
the consumption.
Pittsburgh won tb
first prize last year in the former class
and Rochester, Ν. Y., won the cup ii

NORWAY, MAINE,

By

This is also true of the great appl
counties of New York; some businee
noted. At Medina, N. Y., a prominer

INSTITUTIONS

far

f

Another thing further emphasized i
the prevalence of much fungus in appl
orchards.
This interferes with sum
sales and often results in buyers refusio
to take entire orchard run at any figuri
Apparently it will be a season of clos
selection of fruit and extremes in prices
the really choice lots commanding sti:
premiums, while such as shows fuogu
discriminate
be
will
or undersize

ing year the International apple ship
pers' association offers two silver cups
one to cities of 500,000 population ο
over in open competition, and the othe
to cities
having a population unde
500,000. Awarding the cup to the cit;

Optician.

Jeweler and Graduate

was

Pennsylvania

PRINCE OF
GRAUSTARK

gather.

This works very well an<
in a very widespread in

previous year.

Michigan,

THE

South and west of Chicago, ii
eluding the middle Mississippi basil
the orchards, made up largely of autum
fruit, had developed rapidly and mac
apples already sold.
While September is proving helpful i
the main to orchards, through its brig!
sunshine, following more generous moii
ture, particularly in the older middl
and eastern states, early losses cannot b
regained. The very latest advices t
this journal from orchard sections, b
mail and telegraph, indicate the uneve
condition and the delay up to the preset
time in sellers and buyers getting tc

One feature that ie urged in every lo
cality is the donation of apples to chari
table institutions. Some cities hold ai
apple exhibit with a free distribution ο
apples on the last dav of the show. Thi
works splendidly and gives an enormou
amount of publicity. Others have stree
parades with elaborate floats. Both thi
association and local authorities aim ti
work in conjunction with hotels and res
taurants. Many of the latter give apple
to each guest; others have booths ο
apples on display and put up an attract
ive placard to "Take one," or "Health'
best way, eat apples every day."
The celebration of national apple da]
last year was fairly encouraging, and thi

Inside oi
If la via:-> fan? kind of Finish for
Pine Lam
OttMe work, aend In your orders.
for Cash.
xr wi Shliule* on band Cheap

W.

of the consumer.

DONATE APPLES TO

Also Window i Door Frames,

E.

Maine,

Ohio.

localities offer small prizes for best win

furc'.i." >uRSu ! WINDOWS of aaj
Style at reasonable prlcee.

VMtSomser,

pocketbook

the

IIWDLËR,

Builders' Finish !
r
5'jî or

for the reason that conditions an

the amount of money available in diffei
eut localities will vary so
widely. Furtt
ermore, it is deemed advisable to leav
the details of the celebrations to loci
initiative, in that it will develop 1c
cal interest to a larger extent, an
gives a more direct interest in the cele
bration outcome than if any set of un
form rules was adopted by this oversee
ing body.
One of the chief things which the In
ternational apple shippers' association i
trying to emphasize is the enlisting ο
close co-operation and support of the re
tail trade. It is highly important tha
retail dealers make displays, have spe
cial sales and push the sale of fruit b
dodger, telephone and personal sales
manship. Upon the extent to whicl
they are willing and able to do this de
pends the success of the celebration. Ii
other words, the retail dealers are to tr;
to get some kind of a publicity schem
which will appeal to the eye, the ear an<

I

Masonic Block,
Temple Street, rear
NORWAY
rslspfton· Connection.

LONGLEY

the active season of marketing orohart
of winter apples, either on the trees (
pioked and barreled. The views of bo;
ers and sellers the third week in Septen
ber are still far apart, although son
contracts have been made. This relati
to standard varieties of winter appl<
grown in the commercial orchard be
north of the Ohio river and east of tt
Missouri.
It seems to be a case of growers reali:
ing the prospective shortage in supp!
of sound, merchantable, well-keepinj
well-colored apples; and sticking to
for reasonable bids. Every apple growi
who reads New England Homestead hi
been kept posted on the indifferent fru
outlook, this crystalizing into posith
knowledge of only moderate totals i
•uch great apple states as New Yorl

trsso τ hi pww."

Democrat.

J

Apple Sellers and Buyers Apart.
Everything point· to a late opening (

Correspondence on practical agricultural topi
U solicited. Addreea all communications t

Telephone 143-4

rjgg&ics

Oxford

lucky" superstition.
Vergil records all sorts of charms and
spells practiced round odd numbers—
never even ones. Seven Is the favorite
BlblicaJ number, and old divines taught
that It held a mystical perfection. It

odd number.
In the "Merry Wives," Is entrapped for the third time. He himself said, "They say there Is a divinity,
in odd numbers," because of the old
belief in odd numbers.
Physicians of other days always in*
slsted that "jleedlngs" should be lq
is

an

Falstaff,

odd numbers—one, thrèe, five, etc., and
never an even one.—London Mall.

A
ern,

The "Ear of Dlonyaiua."
cunningly constructed prison
consisting of a large chamber

cav-

con-

nected with one of smaller dimensions
situated near Syracuse, Italy, has gone
into legendary history with the title
of the "Ear of Dion.vslus."
The smaller chamber was unknown
to the prisoners kept in this underground dungeon, and the tyrant by
—"
Π UU^C

uauic

14
AW

'"
AO

'»«ΚοΛ
uuv T> m

a

·.

hahlf

of secreting himself there to listen to
the conversation of the convicts, who
were mostly political offenders.
An ingenious device constructed at
the smaller end of the larger chamber
transmitted the sounds through the
partition, thus enabling the suspicious
ruler to hear even the whispered conversations of his "suspects."
η

8cotamen Are French Citizen·.

Every Scotsman is a French citizen,
with all the rights and privileges of
such, if he chooses to claim them. In
other words, every Scotsman born In
Scotland Is also a Frenchman and to
thus possessed of two nationalities,
surely

a

unique position.

After his coronation at Rhelms in
1420 Charles VII. promulgated a decree that, in return for the assistance
rendered by the Scottish soldier· to
Joan of Arc, who defeated the English and made his coronation possible,
Scotsmen were for all time to be considered free clu/.ens of France.—Lon-

don Answers.

Dangerous Looelity.
"Now, if this proposition appeals to
you. eign here," said the brisk agent At
the end of a half hour harangue.
"I didn't say it appealed to me," an-

swered the man at the desk.
"No, but I saw an expression of
pleased interest in your face."
"Oh, that wasn't due to anything
you said. I Just happened to remember that Mike, our bead porter, is due
here in about three minutes. The last
time he put an agent out the fellow
Oh, most
was carried to a hospital.

Well, good morning."—Birmingham Age-Herald.

you go?

Budne·· Inetinot

Mary's mother found her busily engaged In cutting up potatoes. "Why,
Mary," said the astonished mother,
"what are yfra doing that for ?"
Pausing a moment In her task, Mary
looked up and replied, "I hetrd the

man over at the store say that there
was money In potatoes this year, mam-

ma, and I was just looking for some."
—New York Times.

Steep Farming.

A slope in the valley of the Ollantaytambo, Peru, with an angle of about
45 degrees, or steeper than the roofs
of most houses, is covered with transverse ridges, showing that the entire
surface waa cultivated In former times.

Porto of the tame slope are still cultivated—National Geographic Magasine.

Makings of an Artist
He who works with his hands only
li a mechanic; he who works with
hand and head Is an artisan, and he
who works with hands, head and heart
is

an

artist—Buskin.

Muakb
The main defect in music is the no·
oesaity of reproducing compositions by
performing them. If it were as easy
to read music as it is to read books
Beethoven's eooatas would be as pop•lar m eeMUert poeme^-Ferdlnand

w*
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KdUort and Proprietor*.

Bockfleld.
Hebron.
MM.
One of the prettleet weddings rf the
from
Bates
Tabba
Loom
Prof.
Mr.
Cbarle·
preachCollege
24,
Sept.
Sunday,
•eaaon vu solemnised et the home of
•offered a very aevere paralytic shook ed here on Sunday.
bee returned to Wash- the bride'· parents, County Treasurer
He
Bearoe
a very oritloal oondltlon.
is
in
and
Henry
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
and Mrs. Fred I. Luoe, at Old Orchard,
was found in bis room unoonaoious and ington, D. C.
the contracting
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Mr·. Emma Purington Curtis, a form· on September 18th,
it is not known how long he had been ill.
Mr. George Edward Kirk·
The Chapel oonneoted with the Con- Br teacher in the academy, waa at Prof. parties being
of this place and Miss Edith Ella
Puis H1IL
gregational charch is undergoing a pro· Moody's this week.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

First Baptist Church. Ββτ. Q. W. F. Hill, pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 A. M.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 730.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
7 30.
the 1st Sunday of the month at 2 30 P. M. All
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

Mr·. Charles L. Cue and Misa Mary
C. Case returned last Thursday to their
New York home after spending the mm·
•cuer at Paris Hill.
rnuis
11 JO a year tf paid strictly In advance. I
Mrs. Clayton K. Brooks, the Missee
Otherwise #2.00 a year. Single copiée 4 cents.
Gertrude and Barbara Brooks and WilI
All legal advertisements liam Brooka have closed their summer
Advertisements :
are given three consecutive Insertions for 11.30
home here and returned to Cambridge,
per Inch In length of column. Special con-1
tract» made with local, transient and yearly Mass., last Thursday.
advertisers.
Archie H. Curtis was here last week
Job Pinrrwo:-v<»w type, rast presses, electric [ and moved his family to South Paris,
power, experienced workmen and low prices where the children are attending school.
combine to make this department of oar busl-1
Jobn Pierce is greatly improving the
ness complete and popular.
appearance of his buildings by painting.
A. E. Forbes.

George M. Atwood.

—

recently went to
Λ1.1 Γ COPIE*.
Portland to take employment in the
Single copies of The Democrat are four cents I store of Loring, Short êt Harmon, was
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by |
to return home on account of
'.he publisher? or for the convenience of patrons [ obliged
Vinzy Chute,

*·

who

single copies of each Issue have been placed on ! illness.
sale at the following places In the County :
Miss Ella M. Clark, who has been the
Howard's Drug Store.
South Paris,
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Charles L. ^à.1*
ShurtlelTs Drug Store.
drich, has gone to Rumford to visit relaNoye# Drug Store.
Norway,
stone's Drug Store.
tives and expects to spend the winter in
A. L. Newton, Postmaster. Florida.
Buckfleld,
Office.
Poet
R
Helen
Cole.
I'arls Hill.
Clyde Shaw is at Hebron Academy for
Samuel T. White.
West 'r.ri%
a few days where he is employed in connection with the work at Sturtevant

Republican Nominations.

Home.

....

For President

CHARLES E. HUGHES
0i New York.
For Vice-President

Charles W. Fairbanks
Of Indiana.
Coming Events.
2, 3, 4— United Baptist
Portland.
Nov. 7—Presidential election.
Oct.

SEW

state

convention,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Woman Who Admires, etc.
My Stomach was Better.
Automob'le Insurance.
Z. L. Merchant £ Co.
Shermiin Welton Suits.
Sieadfast ContMence.
Probate Appointment.
Divorce Libel.
Female Help Wanted.
C. E. Tolman A Co., Inc.
For Sale.
For Sale.
Fall and Winter Hats.

Ought

to be Defeated.

The Democratic Lewiston Son takes the
very sane view that the President of the
United States was chosen to protect the
public and not the Brotherhood and that
in failing to do so he has forfeited his
right tu be trusted by the public and
ought to be defeated. It says:
The S-bour demand was arbitrable;
there was machinery for arbitrating; but
Preeideut Wilson butted in. He butted
in where be should have taken care
He should have held
to keep out.
When
himself clear from the dispute.
trainmen told Mm it couldn't be arbi-

trated, he should have told them that if
they went ahead and tied up transporta-

would be on them.
Instead of forcing their demand through
Congress he should have told them that
all the power at the command of the
President would be used to protect the
tion the

Mies Ina Twitchell of Norton, Mass.,
recent guest at Walter £. Twitchell's. Miss Twitohell is connected
was a

responsibility

public.

The Brotherhoods demanded the 8hour law; they refused to arbitrate;
they voted a strike; they said the only
thing that could prevent the strike was
the granting of their demand by ConS,v-»1

Presiin time to stop the strike.
dent Wilson did it. President Wilson
dees not deserve to be trusted longer by
the public. He ought to be defeated.

just

The Real Issue.
the Republican candidate
for president has spoken at length in the
present campaign he has made it plain
that he regards the tariff as a fundamental issue for the consideration of the
voters, aod he believes that when p^ace
has been declared among the warring
nations of Europe the United States
will be confronted by industrial conditions with which we cannot cope uuless,
before that time, the tariff law now in
operation has been radically revised.
Mr. Hughes has declared that the Democratic policy of a tariff for revenue only
is ruinous to this country, even in norWherever

times,

business
with the
management of
VVbeaton College.
James Thompson of Boston is the
guest of his motber and sister, Mrs. J.
N. Thompson and Mrs. George Lunt.

J. II. Brooks and family returned last
Friday to their home in Bridgeport,
Conn., after a visit to Mrs. Brooks'
pareucs, Mr. and Mrs. Austin P. Stearns.
The Carter house was closed for the
Mrs. Cullen Carter
season last week.

and Mrs. Roger Davis and son returning
to their home in Montclair, N. J.
Prof. C. H. C. Wright and family have
closed their summer home here and returned to Cambridge, Mass.
Seldom has the display of Northern
Lights been more brilliant or more
beautiful than on last Saturday evening.
The Stone family cou»io reunion,
which has come to be an annual affair,
will be held this year at Academy Hall
in this village on Saturday, Oct. 14tb.
There is so large a number of the family
and connections that the reunion has
outgrown the capacity of a private
house.
Tbe Pine Tree Tea Room, which was
run by Mark P. Shaw during the summer, closed last week for the season.
Miss Jeannie Hubbard, who has spent
the summer with relatives here, returned
to New Turk Saturday.
Mrs. Ellen H. Jackson entertained a
dinner party last Tuesday made up of
Mrs. O. A. Thayer and Mrs. Jobn Pierce
of tbi* place and Mrs. A. L. Holmes and
Mrs. Arthur E. Forbes of South Paris.

needed.

jars. j£. a..

proved

jacxson

nas

greauy

im-

the comfort of her home by the
an extensive hot water beat-

addition of

ing: plant.

Mrs. I. C. Ingrabam and Mrs. Mary I.
Davies and Mies Panlina Davies expect
to leave this week for their home in

Brookline,

Mass.

Advertised letters iu Paris post office,
Oct. li
Mre. Juliette Davis.
Mr. Harold B. Leaver,
Ivan Staples, M. D.
Mrs. H. L. Stearns.
Asa Lord.

Cards :
Mrs.

Gertrude Bracket».

Mies Ma lilne Hayes.
Roman Polzlenc.
M. LudXenrcb.

Helen R. Cole, P. M.

Mrs. L. H. Penley has returned from

severely felt.—Biddeford Journal.

Extra Legislative Session.
APPROVES
UTES

REVISION

AND

OF

AUTHORIZES

MAINE

STAT-

CHANGE

IN

PORTLAND HARROK LINES.

An extra session of the Maine Legislature whioh was called by Governor Curtis
assembled on Friday, and having disposed of the work presented to it, adjourned after a brief session oo Saturday.
The revision of the Maine statutes was
approved in a bill passed to be enacted
by both branches.
The extra session was called primarily
for that purpose. It was tbe fifth special session since Maine became a state
in 1820, and the second since the civil

Sven.

evening

pleasant coming together

a

motor trip to Massachusetts in company
with the family of J. F. Emerton of Auburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Purington of Milton
Plantation bave moved into the rent In
Dr. Yates' house. Their daughter, Persis
Purington, works at Mann's mill.
W. W. Gardner is taking a vacation
from the station and visiting his old
home in Canada.
Fred Smith, who has remained at Mrs.
J. F. Wood's at Snow's Palls aince bis
motor cycle accident, is sufficiently recovered to get around on crutches and
expects to resume work at Mann's mill
He has returned to hie boarding
soon.
place at Bert Day'a.

cently.

Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Stephens made a
together
trip to Bristol, Ν. H., last week by auto,
▲t Auburn they were joined by Mr. and
Miss Marion Pratt, a former teacher at Mrs. Roscoe Ricker. At Bristol they
friends
is
the
of
Qould Academy,
guest
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. Carroll
in Bethel.
Mrs. Field being a sister of Mr.
Field,
The Oxford Connty Congregational
Stephens.
with Bethel
meet
Association will
Several people made anto trips to
Church next Tuesday and Wednesday.
Farmiogton fair on Wednesday.
MIDDLE INTKBVALB.
Mies Agnes Heald of Canton called on
Η. P. Holt, the Watkine man of Lew- her aunt, Mrs. S. Robinson, on Wednesday. Mrs. Robinson remains in feeble
iston, was here recently.
Omar Farwell is helping the farmers condition.
Dr. Austin Tenney, the Portland ocouwith his corn cutter.
Mrs. Ε. P. Kimball and Blanche re- liat, was in town last week on business.
Frank W. Palmer, station agent, was
cently visited Mrs. Lydia Stevens of
South Bethel. She has a broken arm off duty two or three days last week on
from which she has suffered much but account of illness.
is very patient.
Frances Abbott has a position teachAndover.
ing at Canton. She is a fine teacher.
The Maine Teaohers' Association will
Mollie Stanley, one of our best teachers, meet in Portland October 26 and 27.
is teaching at Locke's Mills and boards
Mrs. George Qates and Mrs. Walter
Her mother, Mrs. Stanley, is
at home.
of Mrs.
of Rumford were
was a

and will work
united interest.

with

a

more

Berry

poorly.

Mr. and Mrs. Morton Soule (nee Stanley) of Portland, are with the Stanley
family on a vacation.
John Coolidge has been working on
the Carter farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bean of Vermont have been here visiting relatives
and friends.
Eugeue Rayford goes to his farm with
a nice span of horses.
Mrs. Mary Jordan is with her daughter at Hanover.
Geo. Osgood is with his brother down
East.
S. B. Osgood visited bis daughter at
Locke's Mills Sunday.
F. 6. Sloane was here Wednesday
There will be no preaching at the with fish.
three
Sunnext
for
the
Church
Baptist
Walter Balentine is at North Paris.
days. There will be a session of the
Florence Cross is here as teacher. She
Rev.
Sunday School at twelve o'clock.
boards at home.
G. W. F. Hill is taking bis annual vacaH. L. Powers' little child is ill.
tion and be and Mrs. Hill will attend the
Archie Buck is at home on Swan Hill
Maine Baptist Convention in Portland on a vacation from Portland.
and make other visits out of town but
Several from here are buying barrels
intend to be here most of tbe time.
and gathering early apples for market.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
with Mrs. Ε Β. Curtis on Thursday afBryant's Pond.
Business of
ternoon at four o'clock.
The ladies of the Universalist society
the
meetbefore
importance will come
have organized a social union to assist in
ing and a full attendance is desired.
the parish work. This move has been
The regular meetiDg of tbe directors
for several months and the
contemplated
of the Paris Hill Library Association
first meeting for the election of officers
will be held at Hamlin Memorial Hall on
was held at the church Friday afternoon.
Wednesday, Oct. 4, at 4 P. M.
Rev. C. G. Miller of South Paris was
The tiret Parent-Teacher's meeting of
to assist with the organization.
tbe year will be held at the school house present of
the farm on the old county
A part
Monday evening, Oct. t>. It is election road, formerly owued by J. E. Hathaof officers and a good attendance is
way, has been recently sold to Elvern

and that it will be much
PABTKIDGE DISTRICT.
more so under the conditions which will
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Harlow who have
prevail when the war has ended. He
has given it as his opinion that if the been visiting bis parents, Mr. and Mrs.
war should come to an end
before the William Harlow, have returned to their
Simmons Underwood law is replaced by home in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Parlin and Mr. and
would plunge
a protective tariff law it
this country into the most critical eco- Mrs. Jenkins took a trip aronnd the
Mr. and
nomic depression in its history, and be White Mountains recently.
has made it perfectly clear that its Mrs. Jenkins were from Paris Hill.
Miss Alice Field has been visiting at
eleventh-hour conversion on the eve of a
national election, as shown in the case of her uncle's, Earl Jack's of Sumner.
the reteution of the duty on sugar, the
West Paris.
placing of a duty on dyestuffs and tbe
creation of a tariff commission, should
Tuesday evening a nnmber of autos
deoeive no od« as regards the attitude went to South Paris to join in the parade
of tbe rank and 61e of tbe Democratic of the Republican demonstration.
Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler of Oakland,
party on tbe question which he regards
who have been guests of their son, Dr.
as a cornerstone in tbe economic structure of the nation.
No one who has Wheeler, have returned home.
Mrs. William Cookson of Lewiston has
heard Mr. Hughes speak, or who has
read his speeches in full, can have tbe been the recent guest of friends here and
slightest doubt as to the importance at Oreenwood.
Mrs. A. K. Shurtleff of South Paria
wbicb be attaches to tbe question of a
tariff adequate to protect American in- spent several days last week with her
dustries and American workmen from parents, Mr. and Mr·. C. H. Lane.
The family of G. W. Etheridge who
tbe compétition of foreign producers and
manufacturer». On tbe Pacific coast, bave lived Id A. D. Andrew»' bouse on
even while the war has been iu progress,
High Street have returned to Auburn.
Mrs. Emma W. Rose recently spent a
tbe effects of Japanese, Chinese and
Canadian competition made possible by ten days' outing with friends at Falthe Democratic tariff law bavo been mouth Foreside.
mal

oes« of renovation.
Wednesday of this week Frank
Mrs. Chorohill, who is with her daugh- Moody spoke before Hebron Grange on
Canada and the great Northwest. Mr.
ter, Mrs. Lovejoy, is still feeble.
The "Battle Cry of Peace" was given Moody waa for some time a conductor
at Odeon Hall Wednesday evening to a an the Canadian Pacifié Β. Β., and
packed boase. And there is bat one knows the country well.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sturtevant attended
opinion expressed, that is "It was one of
the finest entertainments ever given the fair at Farmington this week.
here.
Floyd Philbrick shot a ben hawk last
Dr. Austin Tenney was at bis office in week that measured fifty inches from tip
to tip.
Bethel Saturday, Sept. SO, as usual.
Fall apples are being shipped. The
Friday evening a very pleasant gathering was held in the Methodist olass-room apple crop in this place will be generally
which was made very attractive with good this year.
decorations of cat flowers and flags. The
occasion was in response to invitations
East Sumner.
sent ont by the W. C. T. U. to the SuperThe remains of Asa Robinson were
intendent of Schools and all the teaohers
brought from Turner on Monday and
under his supervision, also the teachers
placed beside those of his wife who died
After introduc- several
from Qould Academy.
years ago. Age 81 years. For
tions and greetings a short program was several
years be had lived with a nephew,
The President of 'the Union ou A. Lincoln Robinson.
On Saturday
ibalf of the W. C. T. U. gave a cordial
morning he was found dead in bed when
welcome to wbiob Superintendent Byram called. He was the last of five ohildren
as heartily responded for the guests.
of the late Ervin Robinson to pass away.
Mrs. Addle Vandenkerckhoven gave a The
greater part of his life was spent at
most pleasing rendering, "When Mrs. East Sumner near his
birthplace.'
Puffer received a Winfull," and answered
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Stetson returned
a hearty encore.
Mrs. Curtis spoke in- last week from Old Orchard where they
terestingly of the sympathy along edu- spent the summer.
cational lines, betweeen the educators
Ella S. Heald was with her sister at ▲.
A social hour followed D.
and W. C. T. U.
Parks1, South Paris, several days reand light refreshments were served. The

On

wnitman.
Mrs. Edna

Judkins left for Boston
Friday and will pass the winter there
Cole.
with her sod, Charles
Perley Wing has purchased a house on
Bethel Hill and will move his family
there io the near future.
Ricbard Johnson baa finished work for
the Dearborn Spool Co., and returned to
his home in Keene, Ν. H.
The New England Telephone Company has been making repairs on its
branch lines in this section and haa lately
installed on a branch line an Instrument
in the office of the Dearbarn Spool Co.
William Ellery and party went by auto
Thursday to his farm and camps at Tam·
worth, Ν. H.
Ernest Smith has closed up his business here and will make his home with
bis father at Winchester, Ν. H.
D. D. Peverley will have bis cider mill
in operation the present week and he anticipates a good run of buainesa for the

guests

Robert Hewey last week.
Mrs. Houghton, who has been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Girdler Swett a number of
weeks, has returned to her home in
Lynn, Mass.
Lincoln Dresser was the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Nathan Akers of Rumford re-

cently.

Rena Bodwell, Mrs. Rosa Shorey,

Al-

vin and Linwood Averill, who have been
working at the "Barker" this summer,
bave returned to Andover.
A number from the surrounding towne
attended the Andover fair last week.

Wilson'a Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Fox motored up
from Bethel and called on hie brother, C.
T. Fox, recently.
Sam McKinney was a guest of C. T.
Fox on the top of Aziscooe Mountain
Sunday week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd B. Salt have returned to their home in Boston.
Lewis Leavitt and E. S. Bennett were
at South Paris last Monday.
Don and Charles Hamlin of Gorbam
have been up the past week getting up
supplies and starting in the work at their
lumber oamps.
Raleigh Linnell is doing the threshing
and pressing hay in town. Earl Hoyt
and James O'Connor are helping him.
C. I. Wilson has been at Middle Dam

guiding.

C. Γ. Fox has finished his job

on

the

mountain as fire warden.
The Hon. H. B. Austin of the fish and
and game commissioners and J. L. Howard of Ridlonville motored up from Rum-

ford and passed through here Friday
their way to Parmacheenee Lake.

on

TT cil JUIUUCI

The stork visited the home of Mr. and
Mre. Edgar Barrett recently, presenting
them with a daughter.
George Heath hae a new Ford.
Allan Garner and family of Kezar Falls
were at Mrs. Garner's sister's, Mrs. John
Heald's, the 26th.
W. Wheeler and Lovell Chandler have
gone to Mechanic Falls to work in the
paper mill.
Much interest is felt In Sumner
over the controversy in
regard to the
town line case between Sumner and
Peru.
Mrs. Herbert Barrows bas gone to

Cambridge, Mass., to visit
Mrs. Harry Pulsifer is

her sister.
very

poorly,

she has been all summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lord from Blackseason.
Btone, Mass., are visiting hie many
friends in Sumner.
Oxford.
James Tuell hae sold his house in NorThe marriage of Ray Phillips Hall,
way and is looking for a rent in this vilson of Mr. and Mrs. John Hail, and Miss
lage.
Owena May Wbyte, granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Bisbee are both
the late Joseph Robinson of Oxford, eick at this writing.
took place at the Congregational church
Rev. L. M. Robinson has returned to
on Wednesday evening at S o'clock. Rev.
Philadelphia.
Frederick Newport of Turner perfçrmed
Farmers are digging potatoes and they
the ceremony. Tbe wedding march was find much rot.

Mr. Crafts,
State Street church in

played by

organist

in

the

Portland. The
bride was given away by her uncle, John
B. Robinson. Tbe matron of honor was
Mrs. John Dyer of Houlton, Ida Stone,
Marian Hall and Nellie Hayes were tbe
bridesmaids. The bridegroom was attended by bis brother, Harold Hall, and
tbe ushers, Arthur Hayes, Oxford; Dean
Thomas and Ellsworth Rundlett of Portland; and Avery French, Fort MoKinley.
Gordon Noyee was the ring bearer, and
Constance Rundlett, flower girl. The
double ring service was used.
The bride was dressed in white satin
with veil and oap, (the gift of her aunt,
Mrs. Louisa Richmond), and carried a
large bouquet of white roses and orange
blossoms. The matron of honor was
dressed in blue silk with silver trimmings and blue velvet hat, and carried a
bouquet of pink roses and blue for-getme-nots; the bridesmaids were in pink
silk with silver trimmings, velvet hats
with silver trimmings and carried bouof pink roses.
The church waa decorated with

quets

palms,
ferns, flowers and asparagus fern. An

arch in each aisle under which tbe bridal
procession passed was twined with boxwood with a canopy of asparagus fern.
The decorations of tbe church and home
were directed by Mrs. C. F. Starbird.
A reception was held at tbe house, Mr.
and Mrs. Hall reoeiving tbe guests assisted by Mr. and Mrs. John Hall, the
groom's parents, John B. Robinson, an
uncle of the bride, and Mrs. Louisa Richmood, her aunt. Refreshments were
aerved, Grant of Lewiston cateriug.
The couple ieft late in the evening for
a honeymoon trip.
After their return
they wiil go South for the winter. Mr.
Hall is stationed at Tennessee, where he

Several people from here attended the
Oxford County Sunday School Convention at South Paris last week.
C. S. Bacon recently received a very
interesting letter from Walter Swan who
war.
An act to authorize the harbor com- enlisted in the army and is in Texas.
At the regular meeting of West Paria
missioners of Portland to alter and modiOrange the program will be as follows:
was
lines
of
that
the
harbor
city
passfy
Singing
ed to be engrossed.
:
In what way can we assist our grand
as an
A communication from Elmer E. New· Question
service committee that will secure is employed by the government
to
the
state
in
reference
electric inspector.
treasurer,
bert,
greater beneflts for the farmer?
Ellen Hammond
disposition of the public* land reserve Recitationfrom National
Many relatives and friends were presGrange Monthly
fund was referred to the next Legisla- Reading
Mrs. D. A. Ball ent at the wedding with a large number
ture.
Music
Young ladle·of Grange of guests from out of town.
Resolutions were adopted on tbe death
Othei important matters will be dieof United States Senator Edwin C. Bur- cnssed.
Locke's Mill·.
leigh and four members of the Maine
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Mann, Mr. and
Carlton Lapham, Charlie Noyea, Willie
House of Representatives,
James A. Mrs. C. L. Ridlon and B. R. Billings reCorkuny, Stanley Bartlett, Mansfield
ConelIan of Portland; Henry W. Evans, cently spent a two
days' outing at a Packard, Clifton Bean, Esther Bean and
and
Frank
S.
Lord,
Ellsworth;
Bridgton;
camp near Haatings.
Flossie Eastman are attending high
Frank Robinson, Bangor, who died durA number of people from here attend- sohool at Bryant's Pond.
the
year.
ing
ed the Waterford fair.
Henry Traoey, the oldest son of Mr.
The session was called primarily to
and Mrs. Arthur Traoey was killed by
the
statMilton Plantation.
give approval to the revision of
the weat-bound express about two miles
utes, which has been completed by a
O. F. Bock ia off the sick liât.
above here Friday, Sept. 22. He was
commission, beaded by John A. Morrill
Clyde Lapham of Norway waa the working on tbe state road, and with sevof Auburn, after two years' work.
week-end guest of hia grandmother, Mre. eral others was crossing the track to so
to dinner. Funeral services were held
Sarah L. Buck.
Mrs. Axel Bryant of Locke'e M ilia ie Sunday from his home, and burial waa
do-to-Sunday-School Day.
at West Paris.
The Maine State Sunday School Asso- visiting Mrs. C. K. Jackson.
Several from here attended Waterford
C. D. Perrington Is moving hia family
ciation has instituted a general movement having for its object tbe arousing to West Paria where hie daughter Persia fair.
Mra. Lola Foster was in Bethel Thursof interest in Sunday School work and will work for L. M. Mann à Son.
who haa been at work dav on business.
Clifford,
Philip
of
School
attendance.
increaaing
Sunday
Mrs. Belle Chaae and Mra. Grace
Gov. Curtis has iasued a proclamation at Island Pond, is at home for a while.
Mrs. J. S. Brown 1a quite eiok at thia Adams of Portland were Sonday guests
announcing Sunday, Oct. 8, as Go-toat Mrs. Clara Brown's.
writing.
Sunday-Sobool Day."
L. M. Mann and eon ware In town
All the churohea especially Invite you
Norway Lake.
to attend the Sunday School of your Wednesday.
from
went to Farmlngton
home
Tucker
at
school
ie
Brown
Edna
Benjamin
choice Oot. 8,1916.
on acooent of the aiokneea of her moth· the 24th with his son Arthur planning
to attend the fair while there.
er, Ms. J. S. Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Tucker, Miss
Congregational Association.
On Thursday Governor Cnrtla re-nomi- Beea Wood and J. S. Smith of thia plaoe
The Oxford Association of Congregational Churohes meets at Bethel Tuesday aated Harvey B. Braaaeli ol Airfield aa attended the Fryehnrg fair Wedneaday.
W. M. Tucker, Mr. and Mra. W. H.
and Wednesday of this week. Delega- judge of the Weatern Somerset Municition* from every church in the Aasoola- pal Court, and John B. Roberts of Cari- Kilgore and Miaa Llasle Murray went to
tion are expected and an interesting bou as judge of the Caribeu Municipal Farmlngton Thursday morning to attend
the fair.
Court.
|
program has been prepared.

Eatrlck
looeof Old

The ceremony,
using the single ring service, was performed by Rev. Alexander Hamilton, of
Old Orohard. The bride was becoming·
ly gowned in georgette orepe over white
silktafferta with veil oaugbt with orange
blossoms and rosebuds, and she carried
After the
a bouquet of bride's roses.
ceremony the couple held a reception for
about sixty guests before departing upon
Mr. Kirkpatrick is a
a camping trip.
graduate of Hebron Aoademy and is the
efficient and popular oashier of the bank
at this place and has made many friends
in this community. Mrs. Kirkpatrick is
one of Old Orchard's most accomplished
young ladies. She was educated in the
pablio schools of Old Orchard and at
Thornton Academy.
Many valuable
presents were received. Among those
from Oxford County attending the wedding were Mr. and Mrs. Chester Tuttle
of this place, and Mies Alice Lace of
Romford Falls.
^iss Shirley Hall is entertaining some
friends from New Tork at Saints' Rest.
A party including Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brown of Boston, Dr. and Mrs. H. F.
Atwood, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Warren,
Mrs. F. W. Record, Miss Helen DeCoster,
Miss Sadie Spauldiog and G. B. Spaulding took an auto trip through Crawford
Notch in the White Mountains ThursOrohard.

Tfco Werîd'a Greatest Jucfg·.

great abilithen
ty linked with great opportunity,
tie decwe must puss unchallenged
laration that Marshall is the greatest
H.
judge In the language, states Hagh
It' greatness consiste of

No
Case and Comment.
the
had
ever
opportunity
LngJish judge
of a new field except Hardwicke in
law
equity, Mansfield in commercial
cud possibly Stowell in admiralty.
The world never had known a science
of a written constitution of government until It came in Marshall's time.
Standing before his portrait in com-

Drown in

foreigner,

pany with a distinguished
conan American lawyer said, "We
sider him the greatest judge of our

country." A British justice replied,
"You might well say the greatest
Judge of any country."
Another Englishman, James Bryce.
said in substance that the higher qualities of Marshall's decisions never had
been surpassed and but rarely equaled
modern
by the most famous jurists of
Europe or of ancient Rome.
Perilous to Handle.

The productif of chrysarobin, a
medicinal principle much used in parasitic skin diseases, is attended with
It forms about 50 per
great peril.
cent of goa powder, obtained from
cavities in the Brazilian araroba tree
anarabo), and In securing this

(Andlra
powder the trees are felled, though
O. C. Casey bas been given the Maine eighty to one hundred feet high, and
Central station at Wilton and began hie often three feet in diameter. The maduties there Thursday. He will move terial is found as damp pulp or lumps
bis family there soon. Mr. Casey has
in the center of the trunks, the yield
been here for several years as bagsometimes reaching sixty or sixty-five
gage agent and for the past two years
pounds per tree, with none at all In
has had the station.
The accompanying causMrs. Ο. H. Hersey returned to Phillips some trees.
makes the substance difficult
tic
with
her
a
visit
after
liquid
brother,
Thursday
C. F. Berry, and Mr. and Mrs. A. F. to handle and, despite gloves and
Warren.
masks, workers for any length of tlm.
Deputy Geo. Record has been in at- invariably lose their hair, eyebrows
tendance at the Andover (air this week. and
eyelashes and sometimes even be
Shaw bas been here from Au-

day.

Clarence
come blind, while sores from the bums
burn for a few days buying apples for
has
may cause long disability. A eat
shipment and cider apples.
from
fur
Its
lose
sleepto
known
been
anFred R. Dyer of Buckfleld has
nounced that be will be a candidate for ing on a bag of the powder.
attorney general of Maine, before tbe
legislature when it convenee in January.
8trength of a Flower.
Mr. Dyer was born in Old Town, PenobOne of the most remarkable exhibiscot County, but after completing his
tions of plant force I ever saw, says
education at Hebron Academy and Colby
John Burroughs in "The Breath of
be
to
where
be
went
Buckâeld,
College,
1
read law and opened an office for the prac- Life," was In α western city, where
iti·.
sunflower
α
wild
observed
reforcing
and
has
since
bis
tice of
profession,
mained. In 1907 Mr. Dyer was elected way up through the asphalt pavement.
to tbe Maine house of representatives, The folded and compressed leaves of
where* he was a prominent member of the
plant, like a man's fist, had pushed
tbe legal affairs committee, one of tbe
the hard but flexible con ere tcagainst
most important committees of the state.
untll It bulged up and split and let the
In 1912 he was elected county attorney.
The force
He has served six years on the Republi- irrepressible plant through.
exerted must have been many pounds
can second district convention, the entire time acting as its secretary. At tbe I think it doubtful if the strongest man
state convention in Portland last March could h&ve pushed his flst through su<.-h
he was elected Oxford County's member a resisting medium.
of tbe state committee.
Life activities are a kind of explo
and the slow continued explosion,
West Bethel.
I sions of this growing plant rent the
"If any candidate should get
The votes he thinks his due
pavement as surely as powder would
How many would the other men
have done. It is doubtful if any cultiFind left when he got through?"
vated plant could have overcome such
odds. It required the force of the unin
hand,
"Bright October, torch
tamed hair} plant of the plains to acCrossed the land,
And she touched a sumac spire
complish the feat.
With her fire.
Then a blaze of red and yellow in the trees,
Sunning riot, leapt and trembled in the
breeze.

The Longeet Feet.
The record for fasting, so far as our
Fair Virginia creeper sprays
l>ert ^formation goes, is held by
Caught the blaze,
And from out the grass there came
Graine, a French murderer, who deJets of flame,
Till at last tbe burnt-out leayes of crackling termined to starve himself to death
brown,
and from day to day after his arrest
On the chilly wind of autumn fluttered
refused to eat
down."
In spite of every effort on the part
of his
Beautiful autumn weather.
keepers, who first tried to tempt
No heavy frost has injured tbe grow- him to eat by placing the most dainty
meals in his cell and when that failed
ing crops up to this date.
Fred E. Murphy of Albany was in this attempted feeding him by force, he

village Monday.

Miss Nina Uhlman and Miss Beatrice
Swicker are working at "Bethel Inn."

held out for sixty-three days, at the
•»nd of which i>eriod he died.

With the exception of Gralne's case
Frank Sloan of Bethel Hill is again
Che longest well authenticated Instance
selling fresh fish here on Fridays.
A number of our villaee scholars are of fasting on record Is that accomplished by Giovanni Succi, who lived at the
now attending Gould's Academy and
Royal Aquarium, London, for fortyboarding in tbelr homes here.
John Carlton after visiting friends in rlve days without food.
Newry and Hanover for two weeks, returned home last Monday.
An Emperor's Compliment.
Cord wood, both dry and greeD, is very
III. had his full share of
Napoleon
scarce here, and
many are obliged to
the Bonaparte wit, tinged with a kindburn the floe waste from the mill.
James Wiles will soon have his cider liness all his own. At a ball at the
mill near Bethel station in operation and Tuileries a middle aged officer and his
As the
m&qy already have their old and dried fair partner came to grief.
mortified veteran scrambled to his feet
up barrels soaking.
If Saturday is pleasant the little vil- the emperor, extended a hand to him
lage of North Waterford will be filled and, turning to the lady, remarked:
with automobiles of all makes and sizes.
"Madame, this is the second time I
The potato crop is not heavy here, but
have seen the colonel fall.
The first
much better than last year and a dollar a
bushel is a price never before known at time was on the battlefield of Magenta."
this season of the year.
East Brownfleld.
All roads have led to Fryeburg this
week.
We bave been favored with an address
by Prof. Nichols of Boston. He spoke

Thursday evening at town hall, on
the present state and future prospects of

on

Mark Twain'e Definition.
It Is told of Mark Twain that durinp
a conversation with a young lady of
his acquaintance he had occasion to
mention the word drydock.
"What is a drydock, Mr. Clemens?"
'he asked.

of total abstinence and Prohi"A thirsty physician," replied the hubition. It was a fine address under the
auspices of the W. C. T. U. The state morist
corresponding secretary presided ; prayer
was offered by the president of the local
8corch Mark*.
union; the musio was fine, a four piece
Sometimes scorch marks may be reWest Lovell.
orohestra with Miss Chase of Frye- moved
by merôly laying the dry garArthur Nichols of Lynn, Mass., is at burg at the piano, the others local talent. ment in the sunshine until the
rays
init
and
was interesting
On the whole
Mountain View for a few days.
fade It white again. If the stain reZ. McAllister has sold bis oxen to H. structive and cannot fail of doing good.
The Indian summer is agreeable and mains it may be dipped in soapsuds of
L. Rolfe of Casco.
Alexander Laroque is guiding a party will make the cold weather less dreaded. some strength and placed in the sun
again until the spot is gone.
on Lake Kezar.
Carl £. Miliiken of Island Falls, the
were over
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Meserve
Walter
to eee their daughter, Mre.
roqtie, Sunday.

La·

Brownfield.
Mrs. Linna A. Frink Allen, who was
in business in Portland a number of
years, has closed her business there and
has come to her old home in Brownfield,
and for the present is dressmaking.
There has been quite a good deal of
sickness here this fall, and three deaths
within the last four weeks, John Sands,
Waymonth Rowe and Sydney Rowe, who
died last week Wednesday.
John Danforth is sick with typhoid
fever.

Alvin Perkins is crltloally ill at his
home in this village.
Maynard and Carroll Wentworth of
Denmark called on friends here reoently.
They came in their new Overland car.
The village schools commenced this
week, Monday, with one exception the
same teachers; the high school teaoher a
Mr. Brown.
Mr. Johnson has again started his moving pioture entertainments at town hall

Saturday evening.
Raymond Ham, formerly of this village, who spent his vacation with friends
here, has returned to his business in
Boston, Mass.

every

Waterford.
Mr. pod Mrs. F. A. Damon have been
to Bolster's Mills husking oorn for the
last week. Mrs. J. C. Harvey went with
them.
8idney Hoyt of Atlantlo, Mass., who Is
vlaitlng his nnole, J. C. Harvey, returned
home Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Abbett went to
Norway to do same shopping Wednesday.
All roads led to North Waterford Friday and Saturday to the "world's fair."
Mr. ând Mrs. J. C. Harvey attended
the "world's fair" Saturday."

East Bethel.

Eva Marion Bean has returned to Colby College for her last year.
Mr·. C. M. Kimball recently visited
her daughter, Mrs. R. C. Clark, at Lisbon.
Miss Rilla Bartlett of Lltobfleld is the
gnest of her sister, Mrs. Lncetta Bean.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Brown of Grand
Rapids, Miob., were last week's guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Porter Farwell.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bettenger and
little daughter Carrol Agnes of Swamp^
•cott, Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George K. Hastings.
Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Brown baveolosed
their farm home here and moved to Han·
over

village.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Eames of Rumford
working for Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Martin.
Z. W. Bartlett has reoently ,purchased
are

the

cause

candidate for governor in the
recent eleotlon, polled the largest vote
ever cast for a gubernatorial oandldate
in this state with the exception of that
The
cast for Llewellyn Powers in 1896.
vote of 150,848 cast in the recent election
was the largest ever recorded in the

Republican

her with

crowned

her, bnt nature has
knowing notnbeauty. Her founder,
save that they
tracts,
broad
hla
Ing of
to the new
gave
were forest lands,
name of Sylvania,
the
pretty
province
ft pastmaster
and Charles IL, always
for which
of words, prefixed the Penn,
every son and daughhim a grateful
ter of the state owes
Pennsylvania
word
the
Thus
thought
honors a noble

pleasant conceit

Testing VVciicna.

than

are

mini torn fed

repaired.

Reduced

ate

stable.

the tourists of
rope, *lt would attract
Amerithe world.—Agnes Repplier In

Tack.

tack does not share
man
he
the onlookers* amusement In fact,
at his own misfor-

The

only pained

deliberately

sits

the

on

'esting

Never

blemishes

are

Made of

from

and

Good

stripes.

silk, poplin, serge and crepe. There was a
dress must be made by the dressmaker to be
very attractive
house or party.

dresses

are

sold

We invite you

to

new

$1.98

to

$5.50.

CORSETS
great variety of the following good makes : Warner's Rust Proof, American Lady, R. and G., theGossanl
Front Lace, C. B. A La Spirit and Nemo.
In this good
assortment are corsets for every figure.
In

a

SWEATERS
Many

just

new sweaters

received and

misses and children

ladies,

for

Pleased to show you the

more to come.

line.

Ointment kill the
the spread of the

okohapped

EczemaAintment
At youirDruggist,

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

Most disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula, plm
Ice, rashes, etc., are due to Impure blood. Bur
>ek Blood Bitters as a cleansing blood tonic, Is
ell recommended. $1.00 at all stores.

MAINE

NOBWAY,

Itching plies provoke profanity bnt profanity
•on't remove tnem. Doan's Ointment Is recomiended tor Itching, bleeding or protruding
lies. 60c at any drug store.
One way to relieve habitual constipation is to
tke regularly a mild laxative. Doan's Regalets
20c · box
re recommended for this purpose.
t all drug stores.

School

$100 Reward, $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure .In all Its atage·, and
that is catarrh. Catarrh being greatly
influenced by constitutional conditions
treatment
constitutional
requires
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
and acts thru the Blood on the Mucous
Surfaces of the System thereby destroying the foundatlon'of the disease,
giving the patient strength by building
up the constitution and assisting nature In doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in the curative
powers of Hall's Catarrh Cure that
they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that It falls to cure.
Send for list
of testimonials.
F.
CHENET
ft
Address:
J.
CO., Tolsdo,
Ohio. Sold by all Druggists, 71e.
"BOUfîH ON RATS" ends BATS, MICE,
;'.ug8. Die out doors. Unbeatable Extermina·
Used the World Over, bv U. 8. Gov't too.
•or.
Economy Size age. or 10c. Dru* and Countr
Refuse substitutes.
FREE.
Comic
•tores.
Picture R.—E. 8. WeUs, Jersey City, N. J. 88-41

FOR SALE
Three

pair big

big

One grey and

horses.

blacks.
W. W.

RIPLEY,

South Paris.

40

FOB, SALE.

Pore

milch

bred

Duroo-Jereey Pigs.

Young grade

New

Hereford
calves, also grade Holsteins one and two
years old.
Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
Sonth Paris.
40 41
cows.

As Usual

Our

Stock

Is

Supplies

Complete In Every Respect

We anticipated the rise in the price of paper and early in the
spring placed our orders for nearly 2,000 5c school tablets. Consequently our tablets have the same amount of paper as formerly
and at the same old price.
ALSO

Pencils, Erasers, Composition Books, Crayons. InkPens, Rulers, and other things needed
in yonr school work.

You Need
Wjî

each.

have them.

Every

pen

a

Fountain Pen

A Waterman

or

Rexall.

$1.00

guaranteed.

*7.00

to

Chas H Hoivard Co
The

South Paris

Store

Maine

Sherman Welton Suits
For Men and

yard

Wlllll 11111

Young Men

IIIIIIHHtTmttTff

TJPPOSE that tomorrow you see a chance
where by investing $500 or $1,000 in a business venture
you can double your money.
Are you read ν for that
opportunity? If
you are not, the man with the
ready check

Advance Winter Styles
Our new Fall and Winter Suits from Sherman
Welton for Men and
Men forecast a

Young

carries a
balance
—J
always
goodly UOUIUUU
waiting for the opportunities which
daily present themselves in the business world.
This is an age of quick action. Heal estate and business deals are consummated within the
hour. Your
qredit in the community may be exoellent You may
be able, if given a little time, to borrow enough
money
to
putthethrough a deal But the man with tne ready
man with the check
cash,
the
book, will
book is.
in bank

He

enco.

·#

«r—» »

U

get

BE READY WITH A CHECK BOOK TO

AN OPPORTUNITY.

which will achieve
noteworthy
of style progress. The new

prominence

in the

*

λ

style innovations are striking
rare good taste as
instantly appeal to the most discerning dressers.
Every consideration of style, fabrics, tailoring »n
has been
ly distinctive, yet

executed with such

^

new

prefer·

thoughtfully observed
Smart-Style standard.

At

GRASP

in the attainment ol

$15, $16.50

and $18

There are so
many things of interest and value in our
store that we're
eager to have you come and let us s
them to you. It's
really the most remarkable display "

Harvert From On· Ad.

war,—

plaids

waists have been added to this stock,
crepe, silk, lingerie, white, flesh, maize and nearly even·
color on the card. Special values in crepe de chene waists

sometimes the

even

Do you know what was the largest
harvest ever reaped from an advertisement?
It was the settlement in Pennsylvania of 100,000 German colonists at
Germantown, which was the first German settlement in America? We also
know that in fifty years double that
many thousand Germane came to William Penn's colony.
Furthermore, history tells as that
ware and religious persecutions in
Germany caused this then unparalleled exodus of men and women.
But what brought them to Pennsylvania and so made of this the German commonwealth?
An advertisement wrltteç by William Penn himself and distributed among the Germans along the Rhine, who had been

a

Many

is

TROUBLES

sores

of mixed goods, fine

made

WAISTS

>r. Hobson's Eczema

and prevent
ouble.
For cold
inds, Dr. Hobson's
Sers prompt relief.
Oo.

popular,

satisfactory, but today
ready-to-wear for street,
see our good variety.

warning of serious skin diseases,
eglected skin troubles (trow. Dr. Hobn's Eczema Ointment promptly stops
heals stubborn
e progress of eczema,
•ses of pimples, ache, blotchy, red and
•aly skin. The antiseptic qualities of

*rm

a

more

time when

SPREAD.
Trivial

ladies

ONE PIECE DRESSES

>lid, easy, non-griping bowel movement
Ή1 tone up your system and help to
'ear yonr muddy, pimply complexion,
ret a bottle of Dr. King's New Life
A
'ills today at your Druggist, 25c.
ose tonight will make you cheerful at
reakfast.
SKIN

very inter-

figures.

serges and poplin, garbadine, also
wool skirts from $2.98 to $10.00.

to impurities in your system, slugieh liver, clogged Intestines. Dr. King's
>Tew Life Pills give prompt relief. A

LET

shown in

YOUR

oppressed feeling

Styles

stout or slender

SEPARATE SKIRTS

Constitution.

ue

to their

tall,

shades in both suits and coats.

Word From Βr*«r William·.
Did you ever stop ter think dat if
all de time lost In growlin* at dc
world God made wuz spent in bit tin'
bard licks ter make things better bow
much like yo' dream o' heaven de
<ame old world would be?—Atlanta

That dull, listless,

figure.
models adapted

or

great variety of styles and materials. Mixturee, plain clothes, rough effects, corduroy and plush, the
rich, dark brown, green, navy and plum are the leading
are

same

.vhere they may be sat upon—William
2. Lengel in Iloggson Magazine.

DULLS
CONSTIPATION
BRAIN.

Short

COATS

himself. Indeed, he is particularly cautious about sitting down anywhere soon thereafter without looking
for a tack.
Nor Is this an indictment of tacks.
Tacks eerve a very real and useful
have
purpose in this world, but they
heir place, which Is not in localities

-et

COATS

make the Fall

variety of models

to every

find suit

tack

>ON'T

TEL. 4».a

>

on a

he octune, but he is pained because
decasioned some one else to find a
plight.
his
in
unseemly
gree of pleasure
this
Now, it Is perfectly safe to make
connection—
this
in
statement
positive
other β
the person who witnessed the
tack
unfortunate encounter with the
never

0rr

Hare Met With Approval

acΛ. thing is tragic or humorous
The
view.
cording to the point of

Is not

stored in private garage
h

AND

SUITS

Magazine.

who sits

or

The Attractive New

so
Narrows—has traversed a country
in Euwidelv and nobly beautiful that,

on a

kept

on cars

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

rows,

8lttlne

repair shop

rates given

in any building in the United S
^
while the car is beine
β cleans
,ca'Painw

or

CHARLES Ε MERRILL,

solitudes.
drags its trainload of passengers
Juniata,
through the valley of the
of the Afieacross ridge after ridge
and
ghenies, past the Tuscarora gap Narnarrows—Long
of
the succession
Jack's Narrows, Packsaddle

s-iile

of cloth sold as "pure wool" contains from 30 to CO per cent cotton.
Blankets sold as "half wool" have frequently been found to contain oply 10
per cent of pure wooL There are machinée today which cleverly wrap
wool around cotton threads, and the
finished product has every appearance
of being "all wool." Another method
of adulterating Is by taking cotton
cloth and "felting" short woolen
threads upon Its surface by means of
heat, moisture and pressure.
A purchaser may be fully convinced
from the appearance and feeling of
cloth that It is all wool, but the only
safe method Is to take home the sample and make tests. Immerse the sample of so called wool In oil of vitriol for
about two minutes. This will destroy
the cotton, but the wool will not be
affected. Another test Is to moisten a
sample with 60 per cent nitric acid.
This will turn the wool yellow, but the
cotton will retain its color.—Washington Post

r

road

OPTH PARIS,

because they arc in
greater demand and also because the.v
are quite easy to imitate.
Many a
more

nd Canada, also in any

the loveliness of
tame and symbolizes
and waters,
woods
of
a
land
the land,
and rocky
farms
fat
hills and valleys,
The shrieking engine that

surpassing that of 1880 durstate,
ing the Greenback craze when a total of
147,802 votes were recorded.

Pure woolens

covers lota on the

Policy

MAJOM BLOCK.

perpetuates history,

can

insurance

Insure Your Car Against Loss by Fire.

even

engine, threshing maoblne and entl· stricken by the Thirty Tears'
lage cutter.
j Philadelphia Ledger..
in

It· Clasa.
She—I waive all claim to your pitiful. unworthy, utterly despicable affections.
Ile—Whew, but that was
forae hot wave.—Baltimore American

Automobile

Beauty of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania Is
In one respect only
Men
unchangeable.
unchanged und
ehemefully b)
and
harshly
dealt
have

Fall Suits, Overcoats,
Hats, Sweaters, Mackanaws
Neckwear for men and young men, that we've ever na

We pay 2 per cent interest on cheek account of $600 and oyer, on eves
hundred*. Interest credited to your account last of every month.

The

variety for all taste is very large, the quality of e
fully guaranteed, the styles are unmistale

article is

8avings Department Connected with

authentic ;

isn't

BRANCH BANK AT BTJOKFIELD. MAINS.

and you

just right.

can

EASTMAN

have your money back if any

&

.·

81

CLOTHIERS

%

ana

y
y

ANDREWS

AMD FTJRNI8HJSB8

Market Square,

CASTORIΑ ΜΑΜΟ*»

South Paris

pSord

Democrat

PARIS.
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Me

I day.

H. Newton and DeaCrockett are attending the
ρ. *·; Churc! 11
I Baptist State Convention in Portland
UT.SMM·»;·"
-c
I this week.

Α

1.

: \

,ι·«
-·*■·

in the
well.
of a
raise

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur

and M?fc. G.
ν'ΛΓϊΛ 11 conRev.
Geo. B.

..

September has been good to us
way of weather and October starts
The fine fall weather and absenoe
freeze means dollars to all who
crops.

Mt. Mica Lodge commenced its fall
work Thursday evening by initiating
E. Forbes are
two candidates. Other candidates will
spending a vacation at their cottage,
SUndA; Shaggrock, at Shagg Pond, near Red· be worked in the near future and the
prospect of a good winter's work is ex.ding.
cellent.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. C. Fernald, Mrs.
Advertised letters and cards in South
Alton C. Maxim and Mrs. John A. Scott
attended the Waterford fair last Satur- Paris post office, Oct. 2:

Rev. Α. 1·

π

;

Donald S. Briggs returned last week
fnom Westport, Ν. Y., where be has
been employed during the summer.

S3S ;|

0«·81·ΒΪ·.
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®-

The Juniors of the Congregational
oharoh will begin their meetings Wednesday of this week at 3:45.

e,\Pvre9ild?m

'!

4

v

»
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Rev. Gay C. White of Portland has
been engaged to give his lecture on Abraham Lincoln Friday evening, Nov. 3.

FAUie
lkavk «ΟΙΤΗ
·■« a. m-, exprès®. «l^lly
Ki",'
; >uniUy ; 5."O- P-m

."•'Ζ

,ίνΓΜ
-îertion·
β··*

Winslow C. Thayer picked a quantity
of strawberries of the
"Everbeariug" variety from his vines on October first.

6:50 F.*·

Wani^SeP1-1-·1915'

*r.

Mrs. Gertrude Thayer and two sont
to occupy the upstairs rent in Prank
YV bittern ore s house on
High street.

are

îif® ua*AT'

βΒΑ>Π>

...

The Ladies Missionary Society of the
Congregational Church have postponod
their meeting to Tuesday, Oct. 10.

3

$OUTH
,,|C« Hour·

^ *** sure some celebration, and
Mr, and Mrs. George E. Klrkpatrick
demonstrates what these village* car were
over-Sunday guests of Mr. and lire.
do when they get about it.
I. O. Barrows.

•

spear, Pastor

<abbath Schoo

There will be

a

harvest supper at

the

Mrs. Laura Clark.
M re. Wm. Pratt.
Chas. Barker.
Arthur W. Doe.
Frank Estes.
Rev. Howard Fisher.
Halt EMa Hdw. Co.

J. A. Kknney, F. M.

The A. C. Pray Camp, S. of V., of
I Congregational vestry Thursday even>
4£*
:.·- Sf*1·"'
ing, Oct. 12, at 6:45 o'clock, followed by Auburn, visited the Joshua L. Chamν evening Λ·
r
Newton, Pa· I au entertainment.
berlain Camp, S. of V., laet Friday evenγ
-ciV.ee 10:45 Α. *.
ing and worked the degree on five canK.,l:15r ».
Irving E. Andrews while doing the didates. Supper was furnishad by the
t-'lay evening I "Good
Samaritan" act cranking a Ford ladies of the G. A. R.
All an
'-tee.
Remarks for the
.··»
car for a party last week had
his wrist
of the Order were made by many of
J
good
Milter
Gore
; ester
ν
sprained very badly.
the visiting brothers and members of the
r .:.·
Alton C. Maxim took a party to the G. A. R. and others. It was an evening
I Fryeburg fair with his new Reo last that all who attended will remember
I Wednesday. Mr. Maxim has recently with pleasure.
*»ΚΤ1»Οβ.
*■'..■ ;e. So. 94. Keerulai I taken the agency for this car.
KING DISTRICT.
*.,

Μ·

>

ν

v.

νΐΡίΙ»!

.11*·

c:,re full moon

Josbna W. S. Colby made a business
Since the last rains some farmers are
Berlin, Ν. H., last week. Mr. complaining that potatoes are rotting in
mou- lay
I Colby reports that the Berlin apple mar- the ground.
:,·Lodge, No I ket is amply supplied just now.
«act
T. F. Thibodeau has lost a heifer calf.
t r' 'aye ot
The Ford Sedan that has been on ex·
She has run with and strayed from the
NO.
I hibition in the show room of Ripley & rest of the herd and cannot be found.
evenings of «act I Fletcher for some time, was sold and deMrs. Amos Canwell picked a half
La·l'es of the G. A I livered last week to a Waterford man.
bushel of nice string beans from her
·:«'■'! wtw. «<
Will Bray and Mise Gladys Damon garden Sept. 27. She also has fresh
I plan to start on Thursday for an auto- crisp cucumbers as good as those of the
\
,, Of wt mumb.
in Hancock
ttlrl I mobile drive to Bluehill
early season.
I County for a visit to Mr. Bray's father.
irge Ha!..
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Twitchell and
..·'·" Mondays of
Philip Jones of this place went to son Wendell, and Mrs. Velma North of
>
Lod*«. N^- ^S?· I Portland laet week to take a position an this town, and Mise Ina Twitchell of
·'
'-.'^ay evening I clerk in the
Congress Street store of the Norton, Mass., were recent guests at T.
so, <1. meets every I Geo. C. Shaw Company, the largest retail F. Thibodeau's.
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Tuesday
>y automobile

The ladies of the Congregational
Circle have secured as a reader for their
The pastor preached a very enlightenharvest entertainment, Mrs. Ruth Ben- ing sermon on Sunday last on "Cbristiau
v irehased the A.
several
t"1.5 3;
here
read
nett. Mrs. Bennett has
Science. Is it scientific? Is it Chris·
rhe transaction took
Γ.,4".31 :se reaUetate
times and has always greatly pleased her tian?"
agency of
audience. Be sure and plan to attend
On the evening of Sunday, the 8th, tbe
this entertainment on Thursday evening,
ordinance Believers1 Baptism will be
12th.
October
D L Kussell and Mr.
held, to wbteh the public ia cordially inatt0nded the
Miss Jane Stevens, who makes her vited.
Hbnw
Wednesday. The* home with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Muzzy,
•Μ»;.»
D Mr· Russell's automobile.
A committee of fourteen men of tbe
had a sudden and very severe ill turn on
Medical aid was call- Baptist church completed successfully
morning.
Sunday
^ tbe ladies' Social ed and Miss Stevens, though lying in a and expeditiously a very satisfactory
I rt
o'versalist church will
toward '•every member canvas" of tbe Baptist
stupor all day, began to revive
*up^r anfi a° Old Folks'
that constituency of the village last week.
so
is
still
f
and
improving,
I
evening
I «art in the vestry of the church.
seems
now
full
probable.
her
The Sunday School will observe Rally
recovery
Day
according to tbe Governor's Proclain
made
Gor* J. Maun
are
regard
being
Complaints
mation on Oct. 8. Every member exItodPioiitoi
* "ed *·* h0U8e 00 to
boys stealing grapes, plums, pears
to
the wint" and other things from different gardens pected to line up and to endeavor
to be worn;
else.
»PortiMH-K ir'lnsp.end
someone
Badges
: e
attend
Avebring
along Western Avenue and Hillside
houses on invitations to be given.
nue; also troubling the well
The boys
Avenue.
Hillside
off
bill
the
*K. Andrews, Mr.
Uq u1C'
Commissioner of Agriculture.
P. are being watched, and if continued,
'"'ra.in and H.
.W J
is in store for the offending
;r* tair laat Wed- trouble
W. T.:;.} * ·". ;
Andrews'au- parties.
HON. JOHN A. ROBERTS ANNOUNCES HI8
ta j,;e
Dr. and Mrs. Carl S. Briggs, Mrs. Cora
CANDIDACY FOR THE OFFICE.
and Mrs.
bV Cbar,e8 H S. Briggs, Mrs. L. M. Blake
Wilto
auto
au
trip
U lter L
«ray. and Lizzie Edgerly took
U the bn. ?
visited with Mrs.
00!ed b* A|t°° c. ton last Friday. They
In announcing his candidacy for tbe
In com^
0f Ernest Parlin a part of the day.
office of Commissioner of Agriculture,
and party Wm. K.
pany with Dr. Briggs
Hon. John A. Roberts of Norway says:
Swan took a party including Miss Alice
I bad tbe honor of being chosen Comhas 3uld her honse Swan, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dean and missioner
by tbe legislature of 1913 14.
lVeTr °D L KU!"el1' Wh° their
measures
to
took
daughter Dorothy.
W 1
Immediately I
U
^upy
80υα M arrangement»
demon- strengthen and make more efficient, the
* bemad- "f
A feature of the Republican
Ιβ. "ln,'!er8tood that Mr. stration Tuesday evening that was miss- work then in progress. During my term,
'< farm
road *
tbe legislature, several
ed by some of those who participated, through action of
created and put into
but should not have been, was in connec- new bureaus were
and decora- operation, all proving beneficial to tbe
illumination
the
with
tion
ο,ρ"!·Ηπι m°,eà
of Frank A. Taylor. farming industry. However, tbie work
"
Vllla«® la«t week. tion of the residence
beTi«ToccuDva
little
daughter, Miss Musa, could not be carried to completion, adthe Dew Max.m Mr. Taylor's
the Goddess of cause of tbe political change in the
[D and
reet
bave raoved was dressed to represent
ministration in 1915.
a position in the
î(fiic>rthc
of their eh». Liberty and occupied
I have reason to believe my managewindow. A pretty tableaux.
we
front
school.
attending
ment of tbe department was acceptable
MeThis is Rally Week at Deering
to the farmers of tbe state. I am now rereturn«d from Redmorial Church. Following is the pro- spectfully asking tbe Republican memwhere he
i00.1days enKaeed oc gram:
bers of the next legislature to give me
Sermon to "Old Folks" the
ne case, an(j Friday Sunday Morning,
opportunity to renew and carry forMonday Night. Official Board Meeting,
!,?3:a2 went r u
Man- ward to a greater measure of completion,
In
Church
Td t0 officiate a»Pointa
"Weak
Discussing
the plans formulated and entered opon
^'^τ
agement."
B^tee
anquet of
Tuesday, 7 30 P. M., Epworth League Sight
during my term.
Rev. L. W. Grundy, Speaker
This position demands a wide knowlWednesday, 7:30 P. M., Ladles' Aid Night
of Manchester,
Reception to President edge of tbe farm interests of the state,
farmers
of bie P»r
an extensive acquaintance with
Friday, Sunday School Banquet
«*> Mr. and
Speaker, Rev. T. N. Kewley and farm organizations, a loyalty to tbe
J' Wheeler
to Cradle Roll
M.
P.
3:00
Reception
Saturday,
hol la a
cause that will lead its occupant to rise
P°e'tion witfc Sunday, Sunday School Day
e* En»iar,^ %.
10:45 A. M., Sermon, Leaners and Lifters above personal feeling and private interA Tele·
.Tei®Pb^oe
κ
12 M., Grand Rally.
i
ests and co-operate with all agricultural
Chi" Too have beard of a "political pie," agencies at work for t he advancement of
but if you wish to see a political cake the basic industry of the state of Maine.
called 0" "» that is a work of art, just take a look
Should I be re-elected, I promise all
M'· Porter is a, into the show window at Paris Bakery.
to the work of
my time shall be devoted
corn at thi
This cake was made and decorated by T. the office.
4 MorriU
It
,aCt0r^ Witl J. Corby, proprietor of the bakery.
Cnrn
Ηβιβοοβ of th« may not suit your political taste unless
The Widow's Pension Bill.
»;
il
happen to be for Hnghee and Fairmonths of patient and persistent
After
?the oldest. W» wish him health anc you
banks, as most of us are this year, but
of tbe friends of the
"fp'oeee.
at as an effort on the part
even at that it's worth looking
the Asbbrook Pension
widow,
soldiers
woold
and
probably
artietio production
in the U. S. Senate, Sept.
Mae8·' with hif
taste in the mouth of a Bill was passed
a' Swan' wer® th( not leave a bad
the President, Sept.
and
by
signed
7,
Democrat.
'xt week nf i
8tb.
M™' Alber(
widows
The harvest supper and old folks' concoming
By this new law all soldiers
by »utomobil(
Oct. 3, at who have been receiving only 912 per
Κο
ot the Whit. cert will be Tuesday evening,
ohurch. After the sup- month, if tbe wife of tbe soldier while
'0r mori the Universalis!
will be given: be was in the service, will now be enper the following program
8«.»-e
titled to a pension of 120 per month.
Orchestra Piece—
afKeturah Marlah Dean, violin; Algernon
All who were married to tbe soldier
Dean,
Isaac Ephralm
Elijah Cota, cornet:
ter the war and have been receiving 912
violin;
Davee,
Joalah
Philander
violin;
will now be
per month or less than 920,
Luclnda Emetine Fletcher, mandolin;
wldder
entitled to 920 per month, if they have
Sally Ann Morton (she that waa
Penfold, once Aggie Brlgge) planny.
reached tbe age of 70, or upon reaobing
By ye Blgge Ch0ire 70. Those who were barred oat of a
Angelina Sophia Perklna pension because they married after June,
Worldlle Song
if
By ve Blgge Choir
Old Kentucky Home
oan now receive a pension, and
Mreate
Joshua Jenkins Maxim 1890,
a Son*
Sliver of the age of 70, can have 920 per month,
M r» Bessie Goldem It
Silence
Phebe
ï7
Pouer
Worldlle Song
Widows
M1m Et» WaUe
and ye Blgge Choir if married previous to 1906.
Vki ?;Ln n.
rt*iei7 of our _
Forefather·
Cbolre who remarried and thus lost their penSherburne
Blgge
ye
By
a*-The a»„,. of theMr*. Mary Shurtle
a widow
Mebttable Holme· sion, if tbey bave again become
Willow Patter
pi.t.
Cousin Jededlah Samantha
Mise Grace Thaye
the decease of their husband, or have
(She that was a Kins)
by
»tj
Wlmen
Singers
and
and ye Menne
been divorced from their last husband
C,uboPene it· seaaoi Worldlle Song Polly
Abagall
fault on her part, are again
and ye Menne and Wlmen Slngen without any
4t m*b
Asarlah Heseklah Holmes entitled to pension nnder this new law.
A Pleoe
s· Br,w
n
»
If you wish to have the full text of tbe
®riW»· A IDiscellï Worldlle 8ong^ Experience Newton (Spinster)
a
Program
new bill and a blank application for
iagiven, aa follow.:
Strike the
Leach (Spinster) pension, write to the "National Triband ve Blgge Choir*
tenure to "The Bohemian Girl
une," Washington, D. C., and you will
Advice
Worldlle Song—Grandma's
Weal
receive a oopy of both with Instruction!
^
Humility
Dolly
Mr,, carter
Blase Cholit for filling out the application, all free.
ye
Home
at
RcKei Old FolksSong
Sophronla Snodgraai
^ t>vu.w *«- Smiley
Worldlle
Any assistance that I can render will
to
Te Blgge Cbolrt
gladly be given without any expense
Chopl Turner
|
yon.
800
7® Blgge <_ holrt
^^
J. H. LITTLE,
Selection
Precentor
^ncan i, Pwk,ne
Past Dept. Chaplain,
Profeaaor Wlnield S. Rlplev,
Bostown
Once of Parla, now of
Dept. of Maine, G. A. B.
noted
the
S.
Ripley,
B·™·
Professor Wintield
Vit, *»·
«TV"
and for mer 1]
band matter mod composer
""
It is a question, though, whether th<
Folk· Cooof Pari· will conduct the Old
"Britiah war tank" Is any more dead
new
Tneedaj
oert at the Universalist church
th< > ly, within its own provlnee, than the un
following
concert
This
evening.
streel
of the floe·! armored automobile in a orowded
harvest supper will be one
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Did the Oxford County Republican!
do themselves proud at the celebration
of the recent victory at South Paris and
Norway last Tuesday evening? Ask
any one who saw it and they will tell
you and tell you the truth, that it wai
easily the biggest politioal demonstration ever staged in this looallty. The
great Oxford Bear parade was an event
long to be rememberod. It was spectacular in the extreme. The Hughes-Fair·
banks Clubs of South Paris and Norway,
the many citizens along the route of the
parade who deoorated and illuminated
their homes and places of business and
the various delegations of Republicans
of other towns who assisted in this event
are all to be congratulated and given
credit for the unqualified success of the

affair.

celebration as it was! The
more than a mile in length
and made up of more tban four hundred
torch bearers and nearly a hundred decorated automobiles, headed by mounted
marshals and the Rumford Band, and the
S >utb Paris fife and drum corps, formed
on Western Avenue and amid the booming of guns, the shooting of fireworks
and a gorgeous blaze of redfire and illuminated and decorated homes and
plaoes of business, marched up Western
Avenue to the sled factory, thenoe down
High Street to Market Square, where
it was baited and W. L. Oray introduced
Congressman-elect Wallace H. White,
Jr., of Lewiston, who thanked the people
of Old Oxford County for their loyal
support and declared that the Republicans of the state and nation would experience another great victory in November.
Rousing cheers were here given for all
the candidates.
The mounted Oxford Bear, the G. 0.
P. elephant and numerous banners bearSuoh

a

great parade

ing political inscriptions were interesting features of the parade, which was
again formed, the line of march extending up Pleasant Street to Norway. Arriving in Norway the line passed up Main
Street to Bridge, to Water, to Pleasant,
to Crescent, to Pearl, to Deering, to
Main, to Cottage, to Beal, to Wetherell

Park.
When the great crowd bad all assemblèd at the park Hon. John A. Roberts
read a letter from Governor-elect, Carl
Schools Are Open Again.
E. Milliken. The letter was dated at
Falls and in the message he exIsland
The schools opened Monday of last
his regret that he could not be
week after the longest summer vacation pressed
in attendance at the celebration and he
the young people have had in many
expressed bis appreciation for the splenyears. They improved it well and are did
support given him by the voters of
now back at their desks making just as
In closing he said,
Oxford County.

Chas. H. Howard is making preparaI tions to build a two-room additon to his
I
Pleasant Street. Philip
was in residence on
ftalC. Thars''n of Bethel
I Mason is engaged to do the carpenter
3*5'.aet Tuesday.
I work.
WedI \\ Ha?i : w is γ. Portland
A colored minstrel show will be given
use of their school time.
39 trip.
TK::s:ay.'3a
I for two nights in the vestry of the Uni- good
The Sonth Paris High School has sevin
Saco
visit
as
of
on a
I verealist church in November,
part
GecrM H· Davienty pupils and the West Paris High
I the annual fair which will be held at School
M- : H. Steveoe.
has thirty.
There are 311 pupils
time.
In the
in the grades in this village.
«laughter were I that
? T .last Wednesday.
who have Shurtleff school there are 66, in the
A.
L.
and
Mrs.
Ames
Mr.
Tubbs,
wtiagatW.S
I been spending a few weeks in thiâ vicini- Brick 1S1, Porter Street 42, and in the
Bolster of s°"th
>K William II
In the West Paris
! ty left Wednesday of last week for their Pleasant Street 22.
3.
at
%
S
u»yivSiting
At North
Teyi;ctb. M
I home in Seffner, Florida. Mr. Tubbs grades there are 9S pupils.
sa Bolster'®·
The rural schools
Isold his automobile and they will return Paris there are 35.
has a total of 134, divided up among
Sn.L.LL-nt of Lewiston visited I all the way by train.
This makes a total
eleven districts.
1· Bnggs a few
J
*r
1-andM:Roy Cole came here the last of the □umber of pupils in the town of 678,
week.
ajs.Mt
I week from hie school in Canton, Mass., 100 in the High Schools and the balance
X: and M:< Fred Douglass ot Hope- I to join bis family at W. J. Wheeler's. in the grades.
ν -::ilî
relatives here I Mr. Cole will return Sunday by auto
·'
•xt Mi·Superintendent Joy has succeeded in
I with Howard Wheeler by way of Man- visiting all the schools once during the
tr a short time.
I Chester, Ν. H.
past week. He reports that the teachers
Dr C. M. Merri and Lyman S. Merafcand
·.
week
4-t
:
Archie H. Curtis, who has moved his and pupils are taking bold spleudidly
r. were Q An
I family to this village from Paris Hill, is and feels that this will be a banner year
tenied both dAy- of the iair.
Mr. Curtis is with the schools of our town.
I
in town for a few days.
Robert
Lyndon Brackett and eon
saw mill
Every encouragement and show of ina
of
I
the
portable
proprietor
ïst^med last week fr m a visit in ^Flarribe given by the parents of
he
uses in different parts of the terest should
I
which
nc to Mrs. Brackets brother, William
I state and is at present located at Dur- our sobool children, and others too, right
Jojw.
from the start of the school year. It
I ham.
will keep tbe youngsters more interested
a few
Weld
in
was
M
Atwod
George
Longley & Butts are installing a mod· in their work and be of benefit to them.
Kuth Bolster subiavs let week. M
AnHotel
at
I ern vapor heating system
The teachers would be glad to meet the
ftuied in the SaviDgs Baok during his
Idrews. There will be twenty-five radi- parents and hope for occasional vieits
ànce.
in
I ators set up taking nearly every room
from them. It may do much good for
ïrs. Delphina M. Lowe, of Maiden, I the bouse. Which all goes to show that both parents and teachers to talk over
Maes, is the guest of her niece, Mrs. I we have a very eflicient and energetic pro· the school conditions.
Cterit·H.Thayer, and other relatives I prietor at the head of our local hotel.
Superintendent Joy is hoping to get
■ thl· vicinity.
in the village located
G. A. England, formerly a resident of tbe 4tb grade here
if not this
Charles Ε Merrill went to Patten last I Bryant's Pond and South Paris, has ac- in the Brick building soon,
more
iaturda? fur a sh rt visit with Mrs. Mer- Icepted a position as assistant editor of a week. That will make that grade
it ie tbe only 4th
since
located
in
centrally
return
Girard,
will
-Merrill
Mrs.
mat·.
I prominent political weekly
I
I Kansas. Mr. England will leave for the grade in tbe village.
I- a*with l χ
October 15, and intends to
I
1
*
·- Λ
>.Md Mrs. J. β Littledeld and Mies West about
mane ois peruiauoui. icoiucu^d ■u ν>··<··ν·.
Baptist Church Notes.
-•■•ice -it-: w
; rand
:
has

y Davroc
;.·/ Djùîî

BIGGEST*DEMONSTRATION

"Remember me to all the boys and assure them that I would surely have been
present had it been possible."
A message of regret was also read from

Sanitary Canning Process.

NORWAY.

Rousing Political Pageant.

Invitations are oot for the wedding reception of Mite Bessie' Linooln Chase
and Mr. Oliver Johnson Foss, which ooours at the home of
Miss Chase's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Chase,
on Paris Street, Wednesday, Oot. 4th,
from two nnlil three-thirty o'olock.
New cement sidewalks areboing laid
on Beal and Cottage 8treet§ sides of the
resident of H. E. Mixer.
Mrs. Fred Lovejoy, Miss Charlotte
Lovejoy, Mrs. Adney Keene, who bave
been at Old Orohard for two weeks, returned Snnday evening.
Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Thayer and daughter Margaret,
who have been there for the summer, returned wilh them. Mr. Thayer is oonflned to the house with water on the
knee.
Timothy Aldren has finished work for
the Carroll Shoe Co., and has gone to
Massachusetts, where he will look over
several positions before deoiding where
he will looate.
Miss Maud Mixer entertained the
Swastika Club Wednesday evening, Mrs.
Carl Mixer of Clinton, Mass., being the
guest of honor. Mrs. Mixer returned to
her home Friday, after spending a month
bere with Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Mixer,
while her husband, Carl Mixer, has been
attending the training camp at Platts.
burg, N. Y.
This Monday evening is the night of
the free Christian Science lecture at
Orange Hall. Prof. Herman S. Hering
of the Mother Church is to be the speaker.

Nov. 9th is the date Norway Orange
has selected for its annual fall sale and
entertainment.
The Baptist, Methodist and Universallet Sunday Schools will observe Sunday, Oct. 8, as rally day and each school
will have special exercises.
Harry Rust W. K. C. No. 45, will have
a harvest dinner and sale of aprons and
home made candies at Orange Hall, Wednesday, Oct. 11th.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Partridge are glad to hear of the
success with whioh be is meeting as
prinoipal of Canton High Sobool. The
school showed a large increase in attendance at the beginning of the fall

term.

Mrs. E. F. Bicknell is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Edward E. Eisenwinter,
at Waterbury, Conn. Oretchen and Ruth,
daughters of Mr. Eisenwinter, who have
spent the summer here, returned with
Mrs. Bicknell.
Dr. and Mrs. Harold M. Allen returned
Friday from an auto trip of week spent
in Lawrence, Mass., and neighboring
cities.
Thomas, son of Rev. and Mrs. H. L.
Nichols, has submitted to surgical treatment on one of his legs at Dr. Abbott's
It is
Children's Hospital in Portland.
expected it will be several weeks before
he can return home.
The Browning Reading Club holds its
first meeting of the season this Monday
evening with Mrs. Mary Cole. The program includes roll call, Historical facts
about Mexico, Reading, Mexico and
Mexicans, Mrs. Cole. Reading, A Mexican Hacienda, Mrs. Alice Steams.
Harry Rust Post, has invitations to
visit Wm. A. Parker Post of Lovell on
Oct. 5th, and T. A. Roberts Post of Oxford on Oct. 7th.
The eteel which has caused so much
delay on the road construction has arrived at last and work will now be rushed

Col. Frederick Hale of Portland. U. S.
Senator-elect Bert M. Fernald was then
introduced and said that it was the first
time in hie life that he had spoken to
aores of people, for virtually there were
people present by the acre. He spoke
of the great success of the Republican
party in the state and complimented the
voters of Oxford County for what they
bad done.
Nearly every place of business was illuminated and decorated and the illuminated houses along the route were so
numerous as to forbid individual description. Δ very effective feature of the
celebration was the display of fire-works
by George R. Morton from the bill near to completion.
The Cafeteria lunch given at Cononrt
bis home.
The arrangement of the line was as Hall Wednesday evening by the ladies
follows: Mounted Marshals, chief marsh- circle of the Universalist church drew a
al, Capt. J. Waldo Nash, aids, Albert D. good number and was quite a novelty.
Park, Erland Torrey, Phil Everett; Rum- It was strictly on the European plan and
for Cadet Band; theG. 0. P. Elephant; each one paid for just what they ate.
Hughes & Fairbanks Club of Parley Rather expensive for people with big
South Paris Fife and Drum Corps; the appetites.
John C. Shepard, Elmer Packard and
Oxford Bear; Hughes & Fairbanks Club
of Norway; nearly 100 decorated autos. Mrs. E. D. Packard went Thursday to
The crowds tbat lined the streets along Sonth Royalton, Vt., by auto. Mrs.
the line of march and the dazzling dis- Shepard, Mrs. Elmer Packard and Miss
play of illuminations made a scene never Doris Shepard, who have been vieiting
before equalled in these villages and one there, will return to Norway with them.
Walter Tubbs bad the misfortune to
that will be recalled in many future political campaigns as a record breaker for catch two of the fingers of his left hand
in a moulding machine at his snow shoe
brilliancy and enthusiasm.
mill Tuesday evening, Mr. Tubbs going
Sunday School Convention.
in after supper to assist In getting out
Two fingers were
some rush work.
off at the first joint.
OXFORD COUNTT ASSOCIATION HOLDS taken
The village became somewhat alarmed
INTEBESTING SESSION AT SOUTH PABIS.
Wednesday by the loss of two Damon
children, aged 3 and δ years. They
What the state officers reported to be wandered away from home about 11
bad o'clock in the forenoon, and when they
one of the best conventions they
ever visited opened Wednesday afternoon conld not be fonnd at noon a search was
at tbe Congregational Church in South started. Just as the larger school boys
Paris with a devotional service led by had been called from school and were to
Rev. C. I. Spear of the South Paris M. search In the vicinity of Pike Hill, the
£. Church. Rev. 6. H. Newton of the children were looated at South Paris by
South Paris Baptist Church and Rev. D. Fred Cnmmings and brought home in
A. Ball of tbe West Paris Uoiversalist his auto. Fred is usually Jobnnv on the
Church then debated tbe question: Re- spot.
solved that tbe uniform system of SunAbagail Whitman Chapter, D<. A. R.,
day School lessons is more practical than will hold their October meeting with
the new graded system. Tbe debate was Mrs. Gertrude Libby, Paris Street, WedThe mind of nesday evening. The program will ina live one and interesting.
the convention wae that the graded eas- clude a roll oall of current events, a
tern is more practical.
specially requested book review of HawRev. John M. Arters of Rumford pre- thorne's works by Miss Margaret Baker,
sented the work of "Teacher Training in a patriotic reading by Mrs. Alice C.
Oxford County1' in an able manner.
Wood, and a reading "The Old Time
After the appointment of committees Magistrate1' by Mrs. Georgia Andrews.
Oxford Chapter, Ο. E. S., has been inand business, tbe convention separated
in departments. The work of the ele- vited to visit Keoka Chapter of Watermentary department was led by Mrs. ford Wednesday evening and exemplify
Wesley J. Weir; "Teen Age" by Rev. the work. Homer Lock is chairman of
Frank Otis Erb, Ph. D.; adult depart- the transportation committee and it is
ment by Rev. Dr. J. J. Hull, and "Teach- expected a good number will make the
C. White of trip.
er Training" by Rev. G.
Lake Temple Pythian Sisters will enPortland.
At the evening session, after a song tertain Hamlin Temple of South Paris
and devotional service led by Dr. Erb, Tuesday evening and the visiting sisters
two able addresses were given by Rev. will do the work.
Dr. Irvin Moorehouse of Beaumont,
W. J. Weir and Rev. G. C. White, speaking on tbe subject, "Keeping Ahead of Texas, has taken rooms at the Hathaway
He is
House owned by F. W. Walker.
Yesterday."
convention opened Thursday an osteopath and has practised two years
The
murning with a devotional service led in Texas since graduating from the College of Osteopathic Physicians and Surby Rev. M. 0. Baltzer.
Business and department repçrts were geons of Los Angeles, Cal.
Miss Chrystal Harriman has gone to
presented, followed by a discussion by
She will be
the delegates, Rev. J. M. Arters, Mr. Montana to teach school.
Weir and Dr. Charles L. Buok participat- much missed as she was a successful
The Rural Sunday School, its teacher here and also Noble Grand of
ing.
Problems and Solution was treated by Mt. Hope Rebekab Lodge.
Rev. J. J. Hull in bis breezy
Mr. Weir.
Norway did well its part in the Re"How a publican celebration Tuesday evening
way told actual experiences of
and it is conceded to be one of the UrgSunday School Re-built a Church."
The afternoon program was carried ent events of the kind that ever took
out in full as published.
place in this vicinity. Many of the
The evening service was opened by a bouses were decorated and illuminated
devotional service led by Rev. C. G. and all seemed to oatch the spirit of the
Miller. Rev. Frank Otis Erb addressed occasion. Ex-Governor Fernald was the
the convention on "Tbe 'Teen Tears and prinoipal speaker in this village and the
senator-eleot was listened to with closest
tbe Development of Personality."
attention and frequently applauded.
Tbe convention closed.
Certainly Oxford County bas been much
Officers elected for 1916:
alive in the past oampaign, and the
Près —Rev. M. 0. Baltzer, Mexico.
Sec-Treae— Lorenzo E. Little hale, West Paris. 'Oxford Bears" have been frequently
Snpt. of Depte—
beard from.
Home, Eev. H. Hoyt, East Hiram.
Roland Mixer is having his vacation
Teacher Training. Rev. Allen Brows,
Romford. from bis work with the Weston Whole·
Adult Work, Rev. R. J. Brace, Norway.
sale Co. of Portland, and is with his parElementary, Miss Mae B. Abbott, Romford
ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Mixer.
Ε.
E.
Mrs.
Chapman,
Temperance,
South ParU,
James Tuell has sold the Twombly
house on Deering Street to Eugene F.
NOTES.
it baa been rented to TbadFull entertainment was furnished tbe Smith, and
Mrs. Twombly, who ia an
deus
Cross.
of
South
churches
delegates, the four
moved to the home of
be
will
invalid,
Paris uniting and furnishing dinners and
Mrs. Frank Brlggs and Mra. Briggs will
suppers in the vestry.
care for ber.
There were 82 delegates registered, 60
Frauds Swett, Bates *16, has entered
from out of town, 35 teachers and 8 Brown University for poit graduate
superintendents, 12 towns being repre- work.
sented.
Rally Day at the Congregational
churoh was obaerved Sunday with an atPhilip Stone, who for 4 years has serv- tendance of 21Θ at the Sunday Sohool.
ed as secretary, resigned from his office,
The special exerolses were most interestand was given a vote of thanks for hit
ing and exceedingly well done by the
faithful servioe.
children. In the evening the Illustrated

ÇAD COLDS

FROM LITTLE SNEEZES

GROW.

Many colds that bang

on

all

wlntei

given
sermon on Pilgrim's Progress
to a large andlenoe and waa highly inwas

structive.
The men of the Congregational oharoh
had a get-together meeting at the ehnrch
dining room Friday evening. An excellent snpper waa served, followed by a
lecture, by Prof. Tnbba of Bates College
on the Mexican aitnation.
Invitations are ont for the wedding reception of Miss Gladys Wood and Mr.
Owen Riob, whioh will ocoor at the
home of Mist Wood'· parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Seavey on Beal Street, on

start with a sneeze, a sniffle, a sort
throat, a tight ohest. Ton know the
yon know
[symptoms of oolds, and
prompt treatment will break them op,
Dr. King's New Discovery, with iti
soothing antiseptio balsams, haa beer
breaking np colds and bealing oongba ol
Dr. King'i !
young and old for 47 years.
New uisoovery loosens the phlegm,oleari
the head, soothes the irritated mem
braneand makes breathing easier. ▲< ι Wedoesnay
your Druggie;, 50o.

evenlngr Oot. 4.

RHEUMATISM

The Governor has issued his proola
mation in regard to the 64-honr law
Sept. 29, and it goes into effeot in thlrtj

days.

All the aame you settle down to Ha
Domosth
vana cigars for a steady diet.
cigars may do for aome, but yon knov
there ia a strange difference. The Ohaa
H. Howard Co. aell Havana olgars. Asl
them about Cednlas.
For earache, toothaohe, pales, boras, scalds
throat, try Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil, ι ;

•ore

I splendid remedy for

In the rain all

FOLLOWS
SURE.

EXPO-

generally

followed by painfnl twingea of rhenmatiam
or neoralgta. Sloan's Liniment will glr·
yon qnlok relief and prevent the twinges
from becoming tortnre. It qnlokly penetratta without rubbing and soothes the
sore and aohlng joints. For aore, stiff,
exhausted mnsoles that aohe and throb
from overwork, Sloan's Liniment affords
qnlok relief. Bruises, sprains, strains
and other minor Injuries to eblldren are
qnlokly aoothed by Sloan'a Liniment.
Get λ bottle today m your Druggist, 25ο.

day

•

I·

▲ sy atom of sanitary canning and automatic oloaing machines baa been Installed at the local Barnham Λ Morrill Corn
Faotory daring the past «animer and 1b
in operation during this season. Sapt.1
Goldsmith Is very maob pleased with the |
improvements both in efficiency and sanitation.
These dosing machines do away with j
the aold, solder and gas, closing or seal·
ipg the cans automatically at the rate of I
60 per minute. There are two cookers
having a capacity of 90 cans each per
minute, and three dosing maohines having a capacity of 60 cans each per minute, making the capaoity of the factory
180 cans a minute or 10,800 cans per I
hour. The average output has been better than 80,000 oans a day this season.
Every maohine in operation is washed
twioe daily with oold water and steam
and every possible means Is used to
make the process of oanning sanitary.
The corn is husked as osnal by hand
under the sheds, run through the cutters, after this the corn Is not touched
by hands; next through the screen, then
the mixer, hoisted to the cookers. In
the cookers the corn is heated to 190 degrees and it is so arranged that the temperature never gets below this. From
the cookers it goes Into the cans, then
through the closing machines, on to the
belting retorts where it is heated to
more than 200 degrees for over an hour.
Supt. Goldsmith says that it costs a
dollar a minute for delays or accidents.
"Mike" Millett is the general utility
man so when these delays occur Mike is ]
at the conter of action on the hustle.
In a test for "leakers," out of 34,000
cans inspected only one can was found
defective.
One busker out in the yard who had
earned 40 husking checks in one day
said that he was some tired and eore.
He said that if a man worked on a farm
as hard and as steady as he bad that day,
be would think that be was being killed.
On the whole it is a very interesting
process from beginning to end. One
ought to see it to fully appreciate it.
They have bad a large number of visitors every day.

To the Woman who admires
smart style in a suit or coat
ESPECIALLY the Woman
^ who has hunted in vain
for just the Fall Suit she
wants, will find a pleasant
surprise here in our Wooltex
Suits.

]

She will find as wide a choice of good and
stylish fabrics as ever—no signs of the scarcity
that is talked of in

quarters.

some

She will find tailored and semi-tailored suits,

many suggesting the smart Sports idea ; utility
suits ; and many of semi-formal and drets de-

sign.

In materials, she has the choice of gabirdines, serges, Bedford cords, whipcords, br« adcloths and other favored fabrics.

And in coats, too, she finds an equal
freedom of choice—both suits and coats
from the celebrated Wooltex House,
whose ideals of style, material and tailoring stand second to none in this

J
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ferrrltbt 1»U M< K. llMk Oy

country.

Football.
COLBY 2nd 0.
ΗΕΒΒΟΝ 13;
Hebron won her first game of the season at Hebron Saturday by defeating
Colby 2nd 13 to 0.
Hebron played a steady game with a
team that was crippled by the loss of
good plaj 9γβ who bave been slightly in-

Formerly Thomas Smiley,

Hebron's line is light and at times |
weak on defence.
Colby was able to make large gains on |
Born.
line plunges.
Hebron's backfield is faet and will be |
In Norway, Sept. 27, to the wlfo of Harry Farr,
beard from before the season is over.
aeon, Phillip Maynard.
Hebron's first score was a forward
pass by F. Redmon who recovered a bad
Married.
pass, his throw to Purington was pertbe
over
ball
the
goal
fect, who received
In Oxford, Sept. 27, by Rev. Frederick Newline for a touch down; A. Redmon kickport, Mr. Ray Phillips Hall of Tennessee, and
ed tbe goal.
Miss Owena May Whyte of Oxford.
second touchdown came
Hebron's
from a fumble by Colby of a punt, and
Died.
line plunges by Hebron's baok field and
at last a touchdown by Purington.
In East Stoneham, Sept. 10, H. M. Parker,
The line-up :
aged 82 years.
COLBT, 2ND.
HEBRON.
In Locke's Mills, Sept. 22, Henry Tracy, aged
Lawrence
1-e.
l.t.

l.g.
c.

r.t.
r.e.

Rynhome
Purington

q.b.

l.h.b.
r.h.b.
f.b.

F. Redmon
Redmon

A.

A

will be

State Conference for Qirls of Teen

|

on

Territorial Committee of tbe Y. W. C.
Α., plans to hold a State Conference for
Girls of Teen Age, in Saco, Oct. 20, 21
and 22.
To help our girls in their study, work
and play, as well as in their worship, is
the aim of tbe modern Sunday School; to
this end the T. W. C. A. offers avenues
of activities which may aid in carrying
out the plans of the Sunday School
teaohers. Ideals and methods will be
presented by the leaders of Sunday
School and Y. W. C. A. work. J. L.
Alexander, International Superintendent
of Teen Age Division, Rev. Plinette Allen, Miss Anna M. Clark, Y. W. C. A.
County Secretary, Miss Kyle Adams,
Student Y. W. C. A. Secretary, and others will be among the speakers.
Each ohurch may send three delegates,
including a leader. If several cùurcùes
from one town wish to nuite under one
leader, they may do so, having the privilege of sending three girl delegates. For
Sunday Schools of over 150 enrollment,
50 or
an additional delegate for eacb
fraction thereof may be sent. Preparatory sohoole ma; send five delegates, in-

cluding

a

leader.

general secretary suggests that representative girls, between the ages of 15
and 21, who possess possibilities of leadThe

make

«·

->

Λ

1
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rupt stocks. The Frenchman bought
"en gros" and the Englishman came to
be called an "engrosser." He might
handle hardware, thread, dried vegetables or anything else that could be
obtained in large lots, and he began
to call himself a "grocer" at a time
when our sort of grocer was termed a
"splcer." From that beginning comes
the name grocer as we know It today.

Vinegar Kills Germs.
Wash and then soak all uncooked
vegetables in vinegar if you would esIf lettuce,
cape having typhoid fever.
watercress and other greens to be

vinegar water
(three teaspoonfuls of vinegar to a
quart of water is the proportion) to

eaten raw be

soak

placed

(Immersed)

for

one

hour and

a

quarter all danger of typhoid fever
will be removed. The acidulated water
does not mar the flavor of the vegetable.

Rioheet Language.
Of the 3,424 known languages on
earth the completest and the richest
In the ways and means of expression
la the English. The late distinguished
German linguist, Grimm, declared that
no other language is comparable to

the English.

Knew the Brand.
"Is that a Landseer, Mr. Croesus?"
asked the visitor, pausing before the

painting.

"No," replied the host; "reckon it la
Durham. See bow broad it is between the horns, and see the color and
eurl on Its forehead. That's a genuine

a

Durham sure."—-Exchange.

intelligent analysis
This

means more

We have as usual
Many novelties as well
glad to show them.

Start

(E8TAB. 1872)

complete line of footwear.
staple styles. We are always

very

a

as

When

May

We Look for You?

Would like to have you call at our stores as soon as you can
spare the time. Would like to talk over the clothing
situation with you.

conveniently

Clothing Conditions Look
and
save

might be able to explain
you quite a few dollars.

we

It would do you no harm to see the new Fall STOCK
and would like to show you.

FEMALE HELP WANTED.

have

Arc You Thinking About Your Clothing Wants
As Seriously As You Should?
You Better.
Boys' Suits, Fall and Winter Overcoats,
Sweaters, Jerseys, Underwear, Hats, Caps, Shirts,
you will find we have at very reasonable prices.
Men's and

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
MART P. HALL, late of Buckfleld,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. AU persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
8HIRLEY P. HALL.
40-«2
September 19th, 1016.

We take orders for one of the very best Tailoring firms in the
United States. Look at the samples. Let us take your measure as
other satisfied

STATE OF MAINE.

customers are

Who Is Your Τ ailor ?

I

letting

us.

It Should Be Ed. V. Price & Co.

F. H. Noyes Co.

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS,

"My

Stomach Was Better

In 3 Days After Taking
Tanlac" Says Miss Flaherty

ées,

■ w

\ ;

1

we

just received

Clean, interesting, year-round work in oar
publishing house in Augusta. No special education, experience or training needed. Any
girl not afraid of work can succeed with us and
earn a good ealary. You get moderate pay (but
plenty to live on) at the start—and you have a
chance to advance slowly but surely to a good
The publishing business offers a fine
position. smart
future for
girls. Write fully about yourself to,
W. H. OANNETT, Pub., Inc., Dept. O. D„
40-42
Augusta, Maine.

4043

Bad

of the conditions that would

some

Balky Machine.
August 35,1918.
"Do you want me to watch your auSubscribed and sworn to before me this 88Ui
tomobile?" asked the boy.
day of August, 1918.
"And
TUDBUCK R. DTSB,
"Yes," replied Mr. Chuggins.
•
Justice or the Peace.
If it tries to start up and run away
don't stop It. Holler for me, and I'll (See!.)
STATE OF ΚΑΜΕ.
take a chance on overtaking it and Couktt or OXTOBD, sa:
getting the first ride I've had for three
Supreme Judicial Court, In Vacation, j
Paris, Maine, Sept. 8ft, A. D. 1918. J
or four hours."—Washington Star.
Ufov TH> rOMGOnro Libxl, ORDERED
"ί used Tanlao for my stomaob," said
That the Libelant give notioe to the said
Nellie Buck to appear before the Justloi Marguerite Flaherty, Preble House, PortWisdom.
»
to
our
of
Supreme Judicial Court
Wisdom may be compared to water. holden at Parts, within and for tin
I have been having a treat deal
of
and
Oxford, on the second Tuesday o:
County
gaththe
heights
As water leaves
! of trouble with my etomach. Gae would
receivers in the depths, so la wisdom
form after eating and oanae aevere shootΛΛΛ
weΠΤ
lUWOnni T\31J
ed from on high and preserved by a a 1^^·
ing pain·—this waa always worse if I
newspaper printed in Paris, In our County ol
to be 80 dare at ί would overwork myself—sometimes even
lowly soul.—Talmud.
Oxford; thetolast
publication
sala second Tuesday of March f walking
leMt prier
upstair^ would cause shortness
1017, that she may there and then in tour saU 1 of breath. Wben I got up In the mornnave
she
If
show
and
Nature.
of
cause,
any
Court appear
Kindneea
was as tired, If poseible, as wben I
why the prayer of said Libelant should not ta ί Ing I
"Ain't nature wonderful?"
went to bed. My etomeoh waa 1b an
grMted*
GEO. E. BIBD.
"Why?"
awful oonditlon and I suffered greatly
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
"She gives us all faces, but we can
▲ true copy of the libel and order of cour t from It
"from the third day afler starting ·■
pick our own teeth."—Harvard Lam- thereon. Attest: ERNEST J. RECORD, Clert
Tanlao I notloed résultai It mad· mt
poon.

MAINE

BLUE STORES

7 Park Street, 5outh Pari·.
State Agents for North American Accident
and Health Insurance Co.
Great Eastern Accident and Health Insur·
ance Co.
Agents Wanted

■

today

account

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE
Telephone 38-2

General Insurance and
Real Estate.

mr ■■■■ ■

an

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

C.E.Tolman&Co., Inc.

vasvivi

and all bills

Our New Shoes for Fall Are Here

w

COUNTY OF OXFORD, SS.
To the Hon. Jnstioe of the 8npreme Judicial
Court next to be holden at Paris, within and foi
said county, on the second Tuesday of March,
1917.
Warren Buck of Bncklleld In said county,
husband of Nellie Buck, respectfully represents;
that he was lawfully married to the said Nellie
Buck at New Tork In the State of New York, on
the third day of June, 1818; that they lived together as husband and wile at New York from
the time of tbetr said marriage until the tenth
da/ of August, 1918; that your libelant has always conducted himself towards his said wifi
as a faithful, true, and affectionate husband;
that on or about the said tenth day of August)
1918, the said Nellie Buck utterly deserted youi
libelant without cause, which utter desertion bai
continued for three consecutive years next prtoi
to the AUng of this libel; and the libelant further
represents that the residence of the said libelee
is not known to him and cannot be ascertained
by reasonable diligence; wherefore he prayi
that a divorce may be decreed to him from tn<
said Nellie Buck.
WARREN BUCK.

persistently,

Fall Footwear

wan

in

an

NORWAY

as

ago arose In England and France a
class of thrifty and foresighted tradesmen who went about buying up bargain lots of every conceivable kind of
merchandise, Just as the modern American buys fire damaged goods and bank-

Year

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

The above statement
given July
delegates. 25,1Θ08, and on June 6, 1916, Mr. Ripley
will
said: "I occasionally uae Doan'e Kidney
Free entertainment for delegates
be provided in homes inSaco. Registra- Pille and find that I oan still depend on
tion fee for delegates requiring enter- them to give relief from congestion of
tainment, $1.00.
my kidneys. My confidence in this medicine is as strong as ever."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't simply
ask for a kidney remedy— get Doan's
Origin of the Grocer.
The modern grocery store Is very Kidney Pills—the same tbat Mr. Ripley
Foewell known. The origin of Its name Is bas twice publicly reoommended.
not so well known. Several centuries ter-Milbarn Co., Props., Buffalo, Ν. T.

ership, should be selected

and

Convince yourself.

Sonth Paris, IValne

UlOapjIOitlOU BUU LU J
me no more trouble."

Every

of your expenses for the
money saved and money
saved is what makes your old age secure against
want and worry.

Steadfast Confidence.

HUUU

Lot

nothing so astonishing to the uninitiated
rapid growth of a bank account when the de-

the

next year.

McGinley,

Coald stronger proof/of the merit ol
any remedy be desired than the statements of grateful endorsers who say
tbeir confidence bas been undiminished
by lapse of time? Tbuse are the kind of
BtatemeDte fcbet are appearing constantly
in your local papers for Doan'a Kidney
Pills. Tbey are twice-told and confirmed, witb new enthusiasm. Can any
It's from
reader doubt tbe following?
a South Paris resident:
John 0. Ripley, R. F. D. No. 1, South
Paris, says: "1 was feeling quite miserable and bad been that way for several
months. I had pains acroee the small of
my back and my kidneys were not acting
regularly. Tbe kidney secretions were
unnatural. I finally got a box of Doan's
Kidney Pills at tbe Shurtleff Co.'β Ino.
Drag Store and used them. The paina

a

Paying your bills by check enables you to check
your bills and stop the leaks. You have a record of
all of your expenditures and at the end of the year can

sale Oct. 6.

The Following Statement Should
Form Conclusive Proof oi Merit
to Every South Parie
Reader.

Every Week,

posits are made regularly
are paid by check.

A special line In VelvetJ In black and colore.
Also trimmings sucb as flowera, feathers,
ribbons, etc.

Age.
Mrs. Lillian M.
The State Sunday School Association, Opp. Stone Church,
in co-operation with the Northeastern I

Little

.-s#

There ie
as

line oi

new

a

Have

Fall and Winter Hats

Kellogg

Murphy
Time, eight minute periods.

Save

16 years.

Carelll
Gallber
Buckman
Goodrich
Erbb
Knox
Poland
Fraeler
Brett

r.g.

Maine.

The Store That Sells Wooltex Coats and Suits

jured.

Chaee
Edwards
Leavitt
Stanwood
Kenvon
riles

Norway,

■

i

jjfAuà

muob easier and has

•right'."

put my stomach

Tanlac la recom mended and sold by
Cbas. B. Howard Co., South Parla, druggists, where a man from the Tanlac lab-(
oratories explains bow It ahonld be taken
and the results that may be expected
from its use.
Tanlac is a preparation of roots, berks,
herbs and berries. Thousands have said,
"Tanlao Is to the system like good oil to
maobinery because It makes everything
run

smoothly;

stomeoh to

starts kidneys to noting,
digesting and vital organs to

performing their natural functions."—
Advertisement
«

Byee Examined for

THB

OP

Ooldmw, Oxford Democrat. South Pari·, Me

WISE.

Helptal

Large Stock of New

HOSIERY, FANCY GOODS, SMALL WAKES,
&C.
TOYS, STATIONERY, HARDWARE, Ac,
See the
to look

Bargain

piled'high for

Counters

Best Fruit Jars

over.

you
here.
Lowest

are

save your money.

Trade at Masseck'a and

Clinton S. Masseck,
NORWAY.

STREET.

MAIN

116

ATTENTION

ME.

FARMERS.

—

—

INSURANCE
property against
Fire, Lightning, Tornado, and make a specialty
We insure all classes of

and
of Farm Buildings, Hay, Farm Machinery
Stock anywhere in Oxford County.

W. J. Wheeler & Co.,
Parle,

South

Your
\/
/
Health's Sake| I
[

ti

I
I

whlfh
strengthen· the

\

fa«hioned

I
■

I

I
■

M

/

|

old
rem-

edy '* goud ίθΓ VOUn*
and old. It hae b«n before the
New England for over
of
people
be resixty years. It is known to
liable, and relieve» aud benettta.in
a very short time.
Bun a 3Sc butue at tfu nearett ttcrrt.
mimpU.
ur wr\U/or

I

I
■

digest ion. improves
the appetite, regulates bowels
•ad bfle.aMi Imp·tkeblood
.a good order.

This

V*

.-ΛΐΐΟ™

with
imler witn
oraer,

\

^

For

keep the stomaeh, liver
and bowels in

Maine.

—

—

—

—

—

j laffcilip k Villus Pub

ML Γ.·· MEDICINE CO.

χ

Portland, Maine

Pickles

We have Mixed

j

QOOD HINT

A

j our years.

Henry W. Staples, 77, for many
Did you know that grape nuts will
of the Old Orchard
take the place of other nuts, in fudge or rears proprietor
atber candies, very successfully? Tbel Souse, Old Orchard, Me., died ot
11 îeart disease.
result Is delicious and inexpensive.
ΓΗΕ

FEATHEBI Edgar Boy den, a cripple, was
BED
1 Irowned at Bridgewater, Mass.,
finest, lightest, warmest, l· ν hen he lost his balance while rowing

BEJUTENATION OF

THE

One of the
ind in all ways most satisfactory coverinee fnr use on outdoor beds in very cold
weather is a ligbt-weieht feather bed
with removable, washable oover. This
Is not a new idea, since feather beds
were used in the Old Country years ago
for coverings. The cold, crisp outdoor
sir puts a buoyancy into the feathers
that is delightful. You do not feel any
weight, as when the bed is loaded down
with covers, and are not hampered as in

may be sewed in tbe
bed in place.

Spices

in

I

,

>n

Skim Milk river.

A year of prosperity

was

described

11 η the reports of officers at the twen-

I

I y-elghth annual meeting of the Maine
, itate board of trade.

More than $250 was missed by
I
mrglars who broke into the safe in
I he shop of Max Bushman, Boston,
h ind got away with $50.

ready to use. Then we have pure
Whole Spices in bulk from which we can
grive you just the right proportions for
your favorite reciepe.
all

are

this

JABS

GLASS

pickles

of

eight-hour
\ mand for
every one bas had the annoy-1 refused.
tnce of having the iron book-brace so I
Congressman John J. Rogers of
:ommonly used on shelves and desks for I Liowell was elected chairman of the
in
and
slide
out
books
place
holding
al-| platform committee for the Republiλ. «mm
low me συυκΒ tu ι»ιι over.
tack may be driven into the desk to hold .αιι οιαιν vvu
the book-brace, bot this mare tbe wood,
Boston Oct. 7.
sod tbe tack is usually in the wrong
Mrs. Naca J. Huntley of Bar Harbrace
place. In order to prevent the
Me., a bride of four days, was
bor,
From eliding around, glue a piece of electrician*· friction tape on tbe bottom of tilled when a shotgun was accidentalIt. The tape is slightly sticky and will
ly discharged by a 5-year-old child
hold the brace firmly in place.
Df her sister's.

STONE

and

JABS

sizes

to

put

the

in.

PHILANTHOPY PLUS

Not long ago

Dayton

N.

And besides all

all

j

woman

promised

me

wearing apparel for a certain poor
family. When tbe box arrived, I found

every article pressed, cleaned and mended. I remarked upon this, and she replied, "I always send tbe things in firstolass condition; otherwise it's only a relief to get old clothes out of tbe way,
but If one mends, cleans and presses
tbem, then I consider them a real gift."

Maine.

South Paris,

a

some

Bolster Co.,

Recipes.

|^EKIΛST|Γ,
j|^
JLJ

W

KOÛFÏMÎi

High grade and
Economical
$1.60,-1.90,-2.25 per square
SOLD ONLY BY

S· P. Maxim & Son
Maine

South Paris,

Atherton Store News
wmie Eel Liicd
Pore ml Sum
white enamel
lined refrigerators are the greatest value we ever offered. Our
These

pure

prices
ple charge
are

WIDTH

NO.

aS in.
31 in.

5*9

7*9

33

9*9

DEPTH

in.
iS i-2 in.
l9 3"4 in·

F BEE with every

less than most peofor zinc lined goods.

PRICK

ICK CAPACITY

75

17 1-2

100

¥■
lbs.

16.75
18.75

125 lbs.

refrigerator,

20.00

a

Means

quick

service to

our

out-of-town,

Auto Trucks
as

well

as

Goods set up in your home by experienced
Goods delivered same day order is received.

tomers.

in-town

Compare

prices.

powers of 19

stores

cus-

men.

Then you will be convinced that the
can save you money.

buy-

Atherton Furniture Co.

Located at the Ο. B. Cummings & Sons Store
NOBWAY, MAINE
Opposite Advertiser Office
Store

tlotu·

Telephone s-ia

CASTOR IΑ οι**·*

IkKMYMHiftAlitjsl

tto
Λ

—

—

1 pint pea-beane
2 stalks celery, cut in inch
1 carrot, diced
2 small tomatoes, diced

lengths

1-8 teaspoon pepper

1 tablespoon minced parsley
2 cloves garlic, crushed
1-2 scant cup olive-oil

2 teaspoons salt
Soak tbe beans over night and in tbe
morning drain, add a fourth teaspoon
baking soda, scald the beans, and drain
again. Then combine all ingredients,
add twice tbe amount of water, and simabout
mer till the beans are tender,
three hours.
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

pound calves' liver
Finely chopped stuffed olives
Salt and pepper to taste
1

Mayonnaise

Buttered rye bread
Boil the liver in salted water till tender and rob it through a sieve while it is
stiil hot. Measure and mix with it
tbree-fonrths the amount of olives finely
chopped. Add mayonnaise to moisten,
season to taste with salt and pepper, and
use between tbin slices of buttered rye
bread.
SALMAGUNDI SALAD

1 cup diced tomatoes

1 cup

chopped celery

shredded new cabbage
1 small cuoamber, diced
S bard-boiled eggs
4 small pickles
1-2 minced onion
1

ou ρ

Dressing

Lettuce
1 minced pimento
Combine tbe vegetables, chill, and
mix with dressing. Arrange on a lettuce
bed, and garnish with the dressing and
tbe bard-oooked eggs, cot In
strips
lengthwise, and the pickles, wbloh
should be sliced In thin rounds. Tbe
"sweet sour1' dressing whieh Is muob
enjoyed with this salad, celle for a oup
of vinegar, 3-4 cup sugar, 1-2 oup butter,
1 tablespoon flour, 1-2 teaspoon mustard,
I teaspoon salt, and four egg-yolks.
These should be oooked like a custard,
oooled, and a cup of whipped sweet or
slightly sour cream should be added jost
before serving.
3 pounds clear veal
1 onion, siloed
2 stalks celery, diced
1 tablespoon sugar
1 1-2 tablespoons Worcestershire
sauoe

2 tablespoons tomato oatsup
2 level teaspoons salt
1-2 oup minced oanned mushrooms

boiled fresh mushrooms
Boll together the veal, onion, and celery until the meat is very tender, remove any tough or gristly pieces, ohop
or

We Ask You to Inspect Our Stock
our

SICILIAN BEANS

PKK88BD VEAL

36x36 Congoleum Rug

Delivery by Our Free

day had been

an

«

strong.

have the

we

I ( ler,

Probably

Pure Cider Vinegar
extra

to hold tbe I

BOOKS, BOOK BBACE8 AND TAPE

We also have

sharp and

corners

iji-a

doing well.

are

Losing his balance while on a ladEdward Ellerton, 33, fell beTO AVOID CHIPPING DISHES
I, ween a pair of rollers at a Biddeford,
A splendid economic device is to apply
Vie., dye works and was killed.
k piece of rubber hose 11-2 inches long I
to both hot and cold water faucets in
Augustus Leonard, 74, a novelty
the kitchen sink. This prevents a chance woodworker, committed suicide by
ii'ump against the metal faucet breaking 1, lrowning at Fairfield, Me. He had
jr chipping dishes.
It will save many a
jeen despondent because of ill health.
piece of china from the unsightly and 1
hundred employes of the
Two
so
often
occur!
sxpenslve nicks whiob
ind are so disliked by good housekeep-1 Rhode Island Glass company went on
5Γ8.
strike at Central Falls after their de-

packages which

More than 300 union stone cutters
of Greater Boston, who had been on
strike for a week, returned to work,
a compromise agreement having been

the meat slightly, and add the rest of
the ingredients. Moisten with enough
of the veal-stook to make it slightly wet
and put in a bowl. Plaoeaplate a little
smaller than the bowl on top, weight it,
and let stand till stiil.
ΜΠΙΤ VINXGAI

2 bunches mint
1 pint hot vinegar
Wash the mint, tear up the leaves,
place i« a jar, and poo r on tbe vinegar.
Cover and let stand lor two or three
weeks, then strain the vinegar into a
bottle. Use In making Trench dreaaing.
II la eapeolally good with tomatoes.
▲ wire diah drainer plaoed on top of
the stove, is a fine bread toaster. Toasts
qnioklj and without burning.
1

vmvivm

i>w

*/v

"ν·«

Page filed a diPage,
vorce suit against Louis C.
Boston publisher and club member.
She charges him with neglect to provide suitable support.
destroyed the postofflce and
two other structures at Van Buren,
Me., causing a loss estimated at
with
Children
playing
$12,000.
Fire

matches started the blaze.

derailed at
was
A freight train
Wells. Me., and James Madlgan ot
New York, who was stealing a ride,
More
was injured, probably fatally.

than a dozen cars were wrecked.

Bunyan, 24, was killed and
Raymond Mattson, 22, received a
broken ankle when the motorcycle on
Fred

which

they

were

m automobile at

driving side-swiped
Westfleld, Mass.

A sentence of one year and four
months imposed on Samuel W. Carver, a Boston lawyer, who was found

iullty of larceny from a client, was
•eaffirmed and he was taken to prison.

Captain

Thomas

Clark, 66,

chiet

?!erk in the Maine adjutant general's

more than twenty-five years,
until his retirement on a pension on
tan. 1, 1915, died from heart trouble.

office for

Charles C. Burrlll, 78, president ot
the Burrill National bank and treasand

urer

trustee

of

the

Hancock

L'ounty Savings bank, both of which
Institutions he founded, died at Ellsworth, Me.
Charles H. Randall and his daughter Doris and Mrs. Abram Dougherty
were killed and Mrs. Randall probibly fatally injured when an automobile was struck

Enfield, Me.

by

a

freight

train at

Haven railroad has reof the
ceived six new locomotives
fifty recently ordered. Five new locomotives will be delivered each week
They
until the order is completed.
:oet about 925,000 each.
John Dowllng, 14, or Boston, was
killed by an automobile.
The

New

John Doyle, 10, of Everett, Mas?.,
died as a result of Injuries sustained
by being struck by an automobile.
Harris B. Dick, a New York publisher, collapsed in the Boston subway and died on the way to a hos-

pital.

The University of Maine opened
with an entering class of nearly 400
and the largest registration in It·

history.

Railroad traffic was tied up for
several hours by the wrecking of two
heavily loaded freight tralnet at Tilton, Ν. H.

William Lawnsby, 9, was burled
alive while he and several other lads
were digging a cave In a sandbank

ried

"Because

clerk

of

the

Dedham,

is

from

New England's apple trees are out
More apto break another record.
pies will be picked in New England
this fall than last year's bumper season brought to this section of the

»

UOU

1
UCUll

Bince 1907.

il —i

t*

She

was

l~

λ 4a

λ

KAenltol
-I

the widow of

Episcopal clergyman.
The Bennington, Vt., police
nounced that they had secured a

an

an-

con-

fession from Francis Ketcham, who
is now serving a sentence in the Salem, Ν. Y., jail for larceny, that he

"The idea of calling that

>ni7A

wounds in his head.

nnvincr toiler

Every

man

AYrtlnimnri

"

in

,

ritti

3-et them Taylor

that goes into a taylor made-to-measure
suit is genuine, pure wool of sound qualof it.
ity and reliable, every inch
them on an points of

We recommend

high grade requirements—tailoring, qualand fit.
ity, trimmings, linings, style
see our $25 values and
the others at more and at less.

man

ft 0. FROTHINGHAM,
South Paris, Maine.

at

τμ ε

You will soon need a fall Lap Robe for your Auto and I have
of all wool steamer rugs that I am selling at very low prices.
Call and let me show you my line.

ne

to pay more if you

buy

a man

Boys' Sweaters, $1.00

NORWAY,

are

not

milled Ohio Red Winter
wheat flour that makes
everything better and goes
farther—the all 'round flour
for bread, cake and pastry
known as

benlthy

illy disliked.
Tuck—Yes, but his own opinion of
iimself brings ibe average pretty well

Cut out this advertisement, enclose
6 oents to Foley & Co., 2885 Sheffield
Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name
and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial package con·

talning:
(1) Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, the standard family remedy
for coughs, colds, croup, whooping
cough, tightness and soreness In
chest, grippe and bronchial coughs.
(2) Foley Kidney Pills, for overworked and disordered kidneys and
bladder ailments, pain in sides and
back due to Kidney Trouble, sore
muscles, stiff Joints, backache and
rheumatism.

(3)

Cathartic Tablets, a
wholesome and thoroughly cleansing
cathartic.
Especially comforting to
stout persons, and a purgative needed
by everybody with sluggish bowel·
and torpid liver.
You can try these
three family remedies for only 6c.
I.E. 8HUBTLEFF à CO.,
Booth Paris, Me.
|

Foley

IIIINEY FLUE STOPPERS

RUSSELL, South

Hastings

J.
Ss

CORONA
A 6 lb. Typewriter that will do all your work
ad do It well. Ideal for home and travel.

Forbes, South Paris,

Distributors for Oxford

Send for circular.
.WN

County,

Village, Farm and
Woodland Property
continually for sale.

Talk with him.
While in Portland

40 Rooms With Running Water,
ij Rooms With Private Bath·.

,

House J oat pat la flrat elaaa order.

HOUSEHOLD* ΟπΑίΜ Ε NT

A wonderful remedy for
all ekln diaeaae·—«cauna,

eryelpelaa, acaly eruption·!
•ore·, brulaea, «ore ma»·
dee, rhenmatUm, neural·
gia, etc. Caa be applied to
any external part of the

body, Irivine quick relief
from all .uusiiu);.
winnluffating. Nothing Mem· to actio quickly
with croup or sore throat
whea direction· on paak·
aee are followed.
Proïribed by
-ι pbynlclans.
eolfl at Tirne Store· V> and
Jc. Kenyon & Thomaa Co., Prop·..
Adama. Ν Y
88-41
..—

EUROPEAN PLAN, fi.oa
AMERICAN PLAN, ta.sa

J I

-WWMW-

lumber, consisting of 2x4 joist·,
)»rd·, 6x6 twenty-foot timbers, two

D7M. C. LEAVITT CO.,
ut
Norway, IUm.

loood-hsod bsrneaaes, one sMond-hand
irpet.
38tf
N. 0. ELDER, South Psrla.

NOTICE.

'd

wlft, h»Tlnf aeptruod from

Sooth

L·

il—·.wJlg"1·™'·
ι'ίΕι ΙιΆ.

Τ

par day up.
par day up.

BVBBY CAB PA88B8 TUB DOOR.

PRANK M. GRAY, MANAGER.

39 41

·'

1

tyer, οκ οί®

Τ

Orlando Λ

presented

f

r

:e«eiiel.toj
*·'■

>

A.

At a Probate Court
of Oxford, on tin·
A. D. 1916.
of VVI! I
On the
m atter or the estate of Κ
l'oru-r, deceased |ua

'artslaaallM·
·!». ·■*!*

I

;

petition

conveyed according

''

t->

Charles Pre-ι. tt
certain real estate ownt
Kox, which reu, «-t ι:
Tlx. : Hetnir situatel In
l ounty and i«oun ii
the Intewtlon of the -t
the dwelling hou te "

·ιΜ

"*

·*

*»

Hire· ·'·

Paris, In sabl County, that tli< '·'»>'
Probate Court to be held at I'arl* ,Dt~,a
at te0
,f
Tuesday of October, Α. I» -<h<.'-'Κ
»' can*·
clock In the forenoon, and
the
I*®"*
of
they have, why the prayer
should not be granted.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, 11 !- of«ldCo01
a

A true

39-41

copy—attest
ALBERT D.

PARh.JW*.

HOTHt·
ilV A I'
The subscriber hereby Kive*
0t it
has been
en duly appointed a liulnUti·
estate of
MILLARD WEEKS, ale ■·<'I
in the County of Oxford, -i·»»;»1»-*···
^
Λ
bonds as the law directs
J*ΓΓ^ιιί
^
demands against the estate or m..
κ-W
for
desired to present the same
^
all Indebtea thereto are requeite·
payment Immediately.
...,, r ffKEi-

MARSHALLC."66

Sept. 19th, 1916.

;

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Oxford, on the
of Sept., in the year of on.- Urd one
nine hundred and sixteen :
«Ρ
» oee
On the petition of Samuel I.
pu*
lan of the estate of Lillian l·
Λ < cc··*
-<
a minor, praying for license to
at public or private sale certain rrt*
ed oy said ward which real estât*
as follows, viz. r
_, -..mtVK'*
m
A one-sixth part In common an
and In a certain parcel of l*"'1
ρμ**
Austin Whitman farm In said t<>«
West Parte Village subject to cil-»"*
*
It w Ordered :
...
„ *
That notice tliereof be given to'all
th»
of
terested, by causing a copy
„ ^0»

the third Tuesday of October,
^
)t 0
of the clock In the foreno»
cause, If anv they have, why ι1" P"5
petitioner should not be granted
ADDI80N E. HERRICK,
▲ true copy—attest
„K
S9 41
ALUKRT Ρ I ΛΚΚ
ten

H
WOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gl*'·'' 0f t* *1
has been duly appointed execute
will aad testament of
°f puii, ^
LORINDA CURTIS, UW
AI1 Λ
In the County of Oxford, decea
^
sons having demands again*»,h X? ***L2
deceased are desired to
settlement, and all Indebted thereto
to make payment
p

[

prwrtjt*

1®mediate!τ^ crRT^

September 19th, Ι91β

______

notice·

—^

^*

The anbacrtber hereby
haa been duly appointed ex·*"10
will and teaument of
nt
ot parl»-^
GEORGE W. FARRIS, !·«
Allp
In the County of Oxford, dece»**^. 0(
having demanda against the e*taie
oeaaed are dealied to preeent
tlement, and aU Indebted thereto
to make payment Immediately- «raiT**'
LEON E·
1916.

Cut Flowers,

Plants,

~

C

at the

REMODELED

88 41

muser

Btop

PREBLE HOUSE

*

A toilet preparation of aurlt.
Helpa to «radie**· Saadnft
Per Roetoriac Color aad

md

«

Bean

Has

Sept. leS;

Ferns.

One two-iested wagon, one three aest-

rhat will fit.
That are perfectly
afe. If in need send fifteen cents
ι vith size.
Get one by next mail.

Paris.

SOUTH PABIS, ME.,

Ltwood &

l'art», «a«l

wancebyHua:

Tbajer and Orlando Thayer,«ieeatoci
:.·«· of MldCMft
ADDISON E. HERRI· Κ
A true copy—attest
ALBKBT Ο !' \itK. BcgUK
«Ml

MAINE

Β. Y.

FOB SALE.

1

account

FOB SALE.
Pigs and Shoats.
Wanted, one grade bull.

is gener

*
Cut This Out—
It Is Worth Money

by

County

NORWAY

ar.
Foley Cathartic Tablets are first
Do not gripe.
kid to good bealtb.
-Sburtieff Co.

cause.

■

GENTLE—BUT SURE

J

see

Btdk*
Handolph C. Tlumi··» lie of
deceased ; petition for order t ll»trl;>a«*
»
(1*
!)!·
In
pre**·*
•nee remaining
Charles C. Wlthlngton, ex»· .it.
Mary P. Hall late of Par!·

The Dennis Pike Real Estate
and Insurance Agency,

Biliousness, sick headache, sour stomicb, gas, bloating, constipation, dyspepila—ail these dispensing consequences
>f retaining a mass of undigested and
ermentiog food in the stomach are avoided if the bowels are kept open and regu-

they

Ransom It. Cummin:;· late j( *·>·Άη
:·>:♦··
deceased; will and petit
and the appointment of Vi rile I.CiMtariic
.··.·
tn
w
the
··«
to
»fe
of
the
same,
ecutrlx
api
f Wrtle A. Cnxis
out bond, presented by
named.
therein
the executrix

"

, IP-

j

If

<

3o.

Blgbedde

That notice thereof be (riven to all pencM s
terested by causing a copy of thle orler u k
llshed three weeks t-u· re.--lvely In ώ ι
Democrat, a newspaper published It M
Paris, in eald Countr, that t : ey may appet» κ
Probate Court to be held at Part», ot t>
third Tuesday of October, A. D. 1916, κ I
the clock In the forenoon, and be ûcarl ttww

-ill
have a large list of farms
*»
BijlaieL
n^arl* .?H·
w
in
ranging
:
price from $600 to $10,·
000 located in all
lB*
"2
parts of Oxford east side of the road pa *»
~
now
ε »
following the stoi.··
County. Some of these properties thence
dim tl
and
northerly
'""JE
erly
are to be sold with the
«οΊο·**·
until It utrlU·
crops and and wire fence
Porteou»; then< ·ίι ι
'■■**
farming equipment. We have vil- Clarence
In a westerly direction
^tnnlcg
road to point of
lage property to suit all. Give us a aforesaid
It ι η Obdsud:
call. We have
just the place you That notice thereof be given! : tM*ι.ι i*"0- Λ
tereeted by causing a copy
have been looking for.
published three week·· -in·
*·,, t
ford Democrat, a new«pai«T ι

opens congested air passages,
tod affords longed for relief.— Sburtieff
fellow

Okdkrku;

MaryP.IIelll.il··

FARMS
FARMS

We

enough. You can make such
pastry with the specially

EASIER TO STOP NOW
It is easier to check a bronchial cough
1 iow than later.
Coughs grow worse
he longer they continue. Foley's Honey
iod Tar stops tickling in throat, allays
nflammation and irritation, restores sore

1

pieces

PROBATE NOTICES.

tax presented
executor·.

FARMS

two

tUtiSeS

To all persons Interested In cltuer of lae «a*
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, hel I at PsrU, !i u
for the County of Oxford, on the thirl Tw*r
of Sept., In the year of our Lord om ttti
sand nine hundred and sixteen Thefoiitk
matter having been presented for 6*eifi
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It Is uxr

tlon for determination

Ρ

Smith—Locksmith.
Judge—Officer, lock Smith up.

Nlpp— That

$3.00.

The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

even

λπ

count

MAINE.

should have a wholesome,
tender crust that melts into
the filling so perfectly that

duly adjudicated benkrupt.

meeting of his creditors *t be „tlj
of the Referee, So. Market Square. s«
Paris, Maine, on the 11 tli :ay in; λ j) j,
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at wUd C-i a
eald creditors may atten I,
thefe cjh*
appoint a trustee, examine the banjmptw
transact such other business as c*y income before said meetlnr.
South Parle, Sept. 15, bl6.
WALT Κ Κ L. GRAY,
îtefeiw In Backrtstti
3840

office

Elizabeth II. Pntirn late f Boitoa. s·
of Massachusetts, de< ease : Uni isd iu ι
presented for allowance by Frederick C
Patten, admlnietrator
Prank 1/. Nimtll late f Paiit, >tue.
final account presented for allowance -J *
Elroy Dean, administrator.
William Hardy late of Hartford, \xtur
first and final account presented for allowu
by Oscar E. Hardy, admlnl-traior.
Charles P. IVIiitteuiorr late of IVj. X
f:'i
ceased; first ami final account pre-entel
lowance by Augusta C. Whlttemore, exece
deeemi
Paris,
Prank R. Nmall lue of
balance it··
petition for order to dletrlbutt
Ιηκ In hie hands presented by A. Elroy I»
admlnietrator.
B. «'
ltandelnh C. Thomes l:it>
<x.jk»
ceased; petition for •leterinlnat!· :> or
*»
Inheritance tax preienteil l/y Claries C
executor.
Ington,

needs.

ONE PRICE CLOTHIERS

the

was

>

H. B. FOSTER CO.

Judge—Occnpation?

<

to

notice!

In the District Court of the IV.tM >ti:*i<·.*
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
\
In the matter of
CHARLES W. LA I'll AM,
In Bute».
of Rumford, Bankrupt.)
To the creditors of Charles W
is,
County of Oxford and nutrlrt sforesaM:
Notice le hercliy given th.tt υπ the l'<h
Sept, Α. I). 1916, the said < nan··» w n-ij

daughter and heir.
Jullui A. Record late
flret account presented for a.
C. Record, administratrix

$2.50.

Men's Unions, $1.00, $1.50, $2.00 and $3.00.
Boys' Underwear, 50c and $1.00.
Boys' Unions, 50c to $1.50.
Men's Sweaters, $2.00 to $6.00.

rttaSJW
tkUw*Î

a

your underwear here.

Men's Underwear, 50c to

àniTotttt!£jï

Prudent Bedard late of Ν rw.ty, 1 v.a»:

Our furnishing
everything
complete
New overshirts, new underwear, new gloves, and all other things
you'll be likely to need. Our underwear was bought months ago
and our prices are exactly the same as last year. You'll not have
with

stock is

«>ctoûrVï

*
petition that Walter L. Gray or :ne otteiC
able person be appointed as administrator oils
estate of said dec ased présenté I by AlaOOA

mixtures in lots of patterns and colors.

Autumn Suits for Men, $10 to $25.

KICHAKL»V)S,B^*

ORDER OF BfOTICE
ΤΠΕΒΕοι
District ok μ ain β, ss.
On thle leth «lay of September, A b
"
">*
reading the foregoing petition,lit»-.
Onlered by the Court. Τ it a riearln* u
on the
vi«2 same
onuicuu
me STth
uwuu the
ίlin 'lay of
,T
day or
upon
1916, before said Court at Portland '»
l· J,
mi :j,
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; «1ιίίΛ
tice thereof be publlehe'l in the Orfon
xfort rL?
crat, a newepapcr printed in m i Wait 7^
that'all known creditor*,
ral ! time iriT*
lntereet, may appear at the sa!
and show cause, If any thev luve ·Λ
*
of
eaM
petitioner' s i r,, \1
prayer
And It Is fartherord«
the Clerk ehall sen·! by mall to all
ltora copie· of eaM ι ", tin.
and
dressed to them at tbtir ;>.aees of rwn«
stated.
Witness the Hum. Clarfsce Hale j··^
the said Court, an<l the ·<·λ, th. re·,» »t v''.3
In «aid District, on the luh Uy 0» vr«.
mz<
A. D. 1916.
JAMK8 E. HEWETCte
[L.8.]
A true copy of petition ai l order then»
Attest:—.JAMES E.
33-40
HEWEï/Gta

Mary A. Allen late of l'art-, <!efeiM<l;r
and petition for probate lb· n. ! an t. ip
ment of Lo tie A. Pratt a·» executr.x i:e*
without bond, presented by ^aM Lottie A Pria
the executrix therein name

It's time to dress up in a new suit. The time of year demands
it. You will find here a large stock of new suits in all the latest
colorings, made in the new styles for this season. Plain blues and

fancy

*'£,***

Π-

Clothing

Men's Autumn

Prisoner—Smith.

to

nice

Ν OR WAV. MAINE.

MAIN STREET,

91

Judge—Name?

membranes

a

James N. Favor, "™..\\\H0Y.U0K"

ichiug back, swollen joints, stiff mu-cle»
>r rheumatic pains.
Foley Kidney Fills

discharging

STORE

HARNESS

TUCKER

Vo man can work hie beet handicapped
with disordered kidneys and b!u«ldcr,

, ind

Rugs

\\\ Wool Steamer

PROSPERITY |
should keep fit these day»

| :ondltion,

see

Isk to

νηηησ

—

Louij

addition to
fabrics have the quality in
their mere beauty.
made. Every fabric

)ay for themselves a hundred time* over
I η health improvement.—Snurtleff Co.

Blossoms That Bsas Lov·.
A person who has had no experience
with bees commonly makes the mistake of supposing that the roses,
peonies, sweet peas, dahlias or other
gaudy blossoms of his garden will furnish a quantity of honey. Their value

Magazine.
employed in
the cotton manufacturing plant of
Derivation.
the Charlton company, Fall River,
"Dyspepsia," remarked the student
Mass., struck for an Increase In of etymology, "comes from the Greek."
"Not always," replied the man whe
wages.
it MI got mine in a French resSidney Socket, 4ft months oit» ι had
I taurunt"—8t
Poet-Dispatch.

they're

3e sure

ind make the most of bis opportunities.

tiful.
The thick leaves of the plant have
long been used by housewives in the
country to pack away with winter
clothes to keep out moths. So by nature this drought loving flower Is a
camel; by adaptation it's a moth ball.—
Philadelphia North American.

Two hundred weavers

swagger looking styles
and nifty looking fabrics.
real and be sure the

MAKE THE MOST OF

Blunder· in Quotation.
Errors of quotation are common In
speech and writing. Byron quoted
Shakespeare, "An eagle towering In his
pride of place." But what 8hakespeare
wrote was, "A falcon towering in his
pride of place." Milton wrote not "as
thick as leaves in Vallombrosa," but
"thick as autumnal leaves that strow
the brooke in Vallombrosa;" not "fresh
fields and pastures new/' but "fresh
woods." Nathaniel Lee did not write,
"When Greek meets Greek then comes
the tug of war," but "When Greek
Joins Greeks, then was the tug of war,"
a very different thing. Doubtless, however, the modification of phrases by
popular usage is not wholly evil; it certalnly Is inevitable. The saying, "Let
us eat, drink and be merry, for tomorThe
row we die," is of curious origin.
preacher In Eccleslastes says, "A man
hath no better thing under the earth
than to eat and to drink and be merry;" Isaiah, "Let us eat and drink, for
tomorrow we shall die;" Luke, "Take
thine ease, eat, drink and be merry."—
Indianapolis News.

is almost negligible, except that some
of them yield a little pollen. It is to
-was
Donald
Woodworth,
17,
the modest white clover in th· orchard
crushed to death when he fell while
or on the roadside or the weeds of
trying to board a moving freight
pasture or wood lot or the blossoms of
train at Newport, Me.
trees like the basswood that the bees
While flying a kite from the roof ot go for the bulk of their honey. It does
his home at Boston 11 «year-old Ralph not pay to cultivate any plant for Its
Angel lost his balance, fell five stories value as a honey producer. The orto the street and waa killed.
chard Is a splendid place for the apiary,
William J. Smith, chief of the llrç where the bees can build up on the
department of Gloucester, waa elect- first nectar In the spring, and the blosed president of the Massachusetts soms have the benefit of the bees' visIts.
John W. Love in Countryside
State Firemen's association.

a

overcoat.

or

Don't be lured by

"Why, I asked bim to tell
in the
me bow much my husband had
sank and to please give it to roe, and do
pou know be would neither pay me nor
:el1 me."

killed William Costello at BenningCostello's body was found beside the car tracks with three bullet

at Beverly, Mass.

your next suit

M re. Green.

ton.

Nature'· Moth BalL
If some botanical wizard could effeet a "cross" between this wild
flower of the fields and some of the
agricultural crops the farmer wouldn't
need to worry about summer droughts.
If the corn crop, for example, had some
of this flower's power of resisting dry
weather the farmer could fill his silos
and corncribs with little trouble. The
flower Is the moth mullein.
Like its big sister, the great mullein,
it prefers dry, open fields and mead
ows.
Call It a weed if you will, call
It an agricultural pest, and It will answer
your epithets with stalks of
pretty white blossoms. If they grew
in a garden you would call them beau-

Bo on the safe side when you

USED IT ELEVEN YEARS
There is one remedy that for many
fears has given relief from coughs, colds,
Mrs. Chas.
:ronp and whooping cough.
Rietz, Allen Mills, Pa., writes: "I have
leed Foley's Honey end Tar for the past
sleven years and I would oot be without
t." It promptly relieves hoarsenestt,
:ickling throat and wheezy breathing.—
Shurtleff Co.

Shepard, 85, mother

Finley Shepard, who married
Helen M. Gould, died at New Haven
Mrs. Shepfrom infirmities of age.
«

!
First
Safety
buy

"Ahseeyo' is housecleaning," said
Mrs. Snow White.
"Yes," replied Mrs. Marsh Green, "dey
| s notln' lak' movin' things 'round once
η a while.
Why 1 des oome ercross
:>air of slippers under de bed dat ah
aadn't seen foh five years."

of

In R..L

Γο the Hon. Clarence Hale, Ju·]»,,^
trlct Court of the United state»
of Maine:
IOSIAH W.
of Wo^„
J the CountyRICHARDSON
of Oxford, and
state11
In eald Dletrict, reepectfully report,"r11*
the 7th day of .July, last pant, he
ludged bankrupt under the Acta 0f r^Jli
relating to Bankruptcy; that he hat ,·■''*+
rendered all hie property an l rlrhti Λ*·' *
ty, and has fully compile·) with allthsi?*
menu of eald Acte ami of the
orierTr.iV1
was
touching hie bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he mar U w
by the Court to have a full discham u*
debts provable against bla estate η
Bankruptcy Acte, except such debu u *
*
excepted by law from eu- h <tls, ha··.».
Dated thle 12th dav of September t η i«,
JOSIAH W.

{0yJ^lk

NO MORE BACKACHE FOR HER
Mrs. J. M. Gaskill, Etna Green, Ind
writes: "I suffered from severe backiche and sharp pains. I could not stoop
1 tver.
Foley Kidney Pills gave me snch
•eiief that I cannot praise them too high!
y." This standard remedy for kidney
, rouble and bladder ailments can be tak( >n with absolute safety.—Shurtleff Co.

Thousaiids of tons of meadow hay will
remain uncut because of lack of
storage room in the barns.
Annoyed by the noise of children in
the neighborhood, Alfred Simoneau ot
Lewlston, Me., rushed to a window
to warn them to keep quiet, when
the screen gave way and he fell to
the ground, three stories below, and

)

Bankrupt. )

know I was interested in business
ι iow?" said the first sweet young thing.
"Whose?" asked the second, and then
1 he conversation lagged perceptibly.

The largest hay crop on record is
being reported in the farming country
fn the vicinity of Contoocook, Ν. II.,

ttiU

[d the matter of
JOSIAH W. RICHARDSON,

ι ou

country.

Mrs. Peter L.

steel man must be weil

a

Maine.

toToihi^

Bankrupt's Petition

"So glad to see you again, dear. And
,'ve got such a lot of news for you. Did

minded.

killed.

South Paris,

J

pneu-

Roland J. Libby, who stole a gas
meter from a closet in a Boston house
and thereby caused the death of Harwas
ry E. Day from gas poisoning,
sentenced to a hospital for the feeble-

was

mar-

CUT THIS OUT—IT IS WORTH
MONEY
Cut out this
DON'T MISS THIS.
ilip, enclose with five cents to Foley &
Do., Chicago, 111., writing your name
, ind address clearly.
You will receive
I η return a trial package containing
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, for
colds and cronp, Foley
! tronchlal coughs,
Sidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic Tab
j ets. Specially comforting to stout per
, one.—Shurtleff Co.

of the

overseers

died

having

empered."—Baltimore American.

of
Dedham,
George C. Stearns
Mass., 63, newspaper man, Boston
real estate dealer and for twenty-live

poor of
monia.

for

a

"Why so?"

to be converted into a museum.

»—

F.

Mildred

Mrs.

of Florence Knapp.
The old Stanton homestead at Clinton, Conn., known to thousands of
lovers of antiques and things his-

years

envy Margaret
steel man."

"I

paralysis

torical throughout New England,

SAMUEL RICHARDS
Optometrist and

j

reached.

Elaborate exercleee marked the
500th anniversary of the Installation
>f Boston light.
Yeggmen blew open the postofflce
Joseph Madaires, 5, was struck and safe at Colchester, Conn., escaping
illled by an automobile at Swansea,
with a considerable sum of money,
j I. I.
stamps and other valuable letters and
ι good rinsing; jam,
frni^ ®f0,\ * .# Wiliam H. Tracy, 16, of Green- packages.
jlear, cold water, followed by hot III < wood, Me., was killed by a train on
A fair in which all exhibitors were
1 outed.
necessary. A pan should be slipped ( ι crossing.
of 60 years of age, and all
upward
save
to
under the rng In all theee case·
The last preat Invasion of Russia
The body of Edward Buchenski, », exhibits were their handiwork, was
ibe floor.
His disastrous
ras that of Napoleon.
For the annual cleaning, however, ivas found floating in a mill trench at held at the Auburn, Me., home for ( etreat from Russia, in which most of
lomething more thorough is needed. Pawtucket, R. I.
aged women.
ils army was destroyed, marked the
&iter removing all spots as above, brush
M. J. Moriarity of Lewiston was
than 3000 students were on \ leginning of the end of his power.—
More
ihe rug lightly with warm soapsuds,
:hosen president of the Maine Fire hand when the new $10,000,000 homo f it Louis Post-Dispatch.
rubbing down with the nap. Then nail
Massachusetts Institute ot
it face outward and nap down, on the Chiefs' association.
of the
Mllibady side of tbe bouse, and rinse well
at
Technology
opened its doors at CamArchie Torosian, 26, died
An Invisible Clock.
with oold water through tbe hose. When
^ tord, Mass., from Injuries received bridge, Mase.
A public clock which can be heard,
îearlv dry, lay rug faoe down on the atcuη a head-on automobile collision.
iut not seen, Is one of London's
An incendiary set a fire at Maynard,
:ic floor and stretch well, tacking lightly
It is in the tower
ious
fifteena
possessions.
which
Turner
of
ill around at intervale of tbree inches or I
G.
destroyed
Mrs. Althea
Mass.,
Quimby
if St. Mary Abbot's church, Kensingess. Now, with an old broom sorub inuras re-elected president of the Maine room grammar school and high school
clock in
îo the back a warm, not hot, size made
on, and is the only public
Chief
Fire
Iobs
of
with
a
union.
$40,000,
Christian
Woman's
Temperance
It chimes
neighborhood.
>f one-half pound fish glue to two gallons
immediate
lie
Boston's
The opening of
public Gutterlge declared.
jolllng water. Allow the rug to dry
he quarters and the hours, but comDr. Sanrord Hanscom, who left his
1 ichools will be delayed until Oct. 2
ihoroughly.
nits itself no further. It has no dial,
As to oriental rugs, tbe same treat- ι jecause of the infantile paralysis sit- studies at Colby college in 1863 to
ίο hands, no outward and visible sign
After , îation.
Bent Is followed in wsshing.
fight in the Civil war, died at Som- if any kind to show that it is a clock,
out
all
water
however,
press
rinsing,
was born at Alrhis eccentricity, it is explained, is
Timothy Crowley, 47, received in- ervllle, Mass. He
with a rolling pin before banging up to
in
1841.
Me.,
bion,
l'oshis
which
death
at
caused
I
uriee
he result of two causes—one aesthetwith
brush
;
lry, remembering always to
the towThe drowning of William T. Adams
;be nap, not against, for fear of loosen- ι on when he was struck by an autoc, the other financial. When
If the rug is evenly , nobile.
ng the knots.
Wlnslow, both of >r was built in 1S79 a clock was sugand Edward L.
isiled, with nap running down, it should
was
gested as an afterthought, but the
to her home at Boston Waltham, who were vacationists,
jot need sizing, but If it is not a
I Returning
irchltect
bodies were found
their
when
protested that it would mean
learned
Francis Hallowcll found her
drs.
woven rug it should have a
very little
of fifteen feet to the towaddition
he
Mass.
Provincetown,
off
1 îusband, 45, dead with a gas tube in
tize lightly painted on the back.
•r and the ruin of its cherished proporSalvaof
the
head
Adam
Gifford,
1
I ils mouth.
INSTEAD OF A CEDAB CHEST
ions. A second point was that the
in New England, has been
A box or chest can be made of any
The strike that has embroiled the tion Army
1 •hurc h.
having but slender funds,
toft wood—the inside thoroughly oiled "reight handlers of the Boston and appointed representative of Massachu•ould not afford a clock with a dial. A
conferwith oil of cedar, which will answer all
national
the
to
prison
Haine system for months was de- setts
•ompromlse was arrived at by installhe purposes of a cedar chest for keeping I
ence, to be held at Buffalo.
the
:lared off.
Each
ug the .works of a chiming clock in
moths.
from
furs, woolens, etc.,
Both schools at West Newbury,
Tbis
teason the oil should be renewed.
jelfry without dial or hands— PearGovernor Curtis renominated John
Mass., the Central grammar and the ;on's.
3as been found satisfactory In California
r. Keegan as the judge of the Bath,
were ordered closed Indefinitely
where they bave moths almost all tbe ^
high,
ot
de., municipal court for a term
Already Disciplined.
pear round.
following the death from infantile

sompartment. For children dress weights 11 ind children
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are

Invasions of Russia.
The first great invasion of Russia
race of fierce
ν ,as that of the Huns, a
over
ο nd warlike Asiatics, who swept
century.
fourth
the
in
e astern Europe
In the thirteenth century the golden
and
1 orde of Tartars captured Russia,
unthe
1462
to
country
' rom 1238
job
In 1395
er the yoke of the Mongols.
'amerlane invaded Russia, but retired,
asj η 14(52 the Slavs again gained the
Great)
c endency, and Ivan III. (the
and
j ounded the present monarchy
into
ι ntroduced firearms and cannon
j tussia.
inIn 1479 there was another great
drivwere
but
they
of
asiou
Tartars,
>
In 1613 the present royal famt n out.
1 iy, the Romanoffs, gained the throne,
1 η 1700 the Swedes invaded Russia,
' iut after several victories they were

rolled from his bed In hie home at
Boston and fell two feet to the floor,
suffering a fractured skull from which
he died.

Alberta Saunders, 28, drowned her.
self In a cistern In the cellar of her
home at Gloucester, Mass. She had
been ill and under surveillance of
relatives.

ease. I
» sleeping-bag, but can turn with
Mrs. Georglannas Bergeron of AlThe feathers follow the curves of tbel
Mass., gave birth to trlplenville,
feels
air
is
let
and
one
no
cold
in,
body,
ets by a Caesarian operation. Mother
m comfortable as if in a sort of thermos

Home-made
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For the benefit of those living far from
k cleaner·, let me give tome hint· as to
sleanlng and sizing carpet· and rag·,
learned from a professional carpet man.
First, warm water and a good white
loap, free from alkali, will not hurt any
iood woolen carpet, either domestic or
oriental. Ordinary greaae «pot· should
be removed with a oloth wet In gasoline:
jream or milk spots may be removed
with warm water and eoap, followed by
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NEW BUGS FOB OLD

5, 10, 25 ct. Goods
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